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Make results
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Become an examiner

The last couple of years have been a tough test. And teachers
like you have worked hard to help students get through it. In
Summer 2022 take your expertise to the next level and become
an examiner.
If you’re a teacher or qualified to teach, apply online and join the
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Apply now and make results happen.

aqa.org.uk/apply
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Welcome

AS we know, it will be some time before we are post-pandemic, a fact
Ofsted appears not to have grasped. With its usual poor judgement and
disregard for the extraordinary difficulties schools and colleges are still
facing, the inspectorate decided it was business as usual at the start of
the autumn term.
Inspections returned – just as Covid rates began to soar again and
schools and colleges began to struggle once more with the multiple
challenges this brings (page 6), some of them with the additional
pressure of anti-vaccination protests.
Arguably, this is Ofsted’s lowest point in 30 years. And further
proof, if any were needed, that this toxic regulator must go.
The NEU, as one of the first steps in our Value Education campaign
(see pages 7 and 11), has written to Education Secretary Nadhim
Zahawi spelling out Ofsted’s many failings – supported by a stack of
independent evidence.
Ofsted gradings are inconsistent. It punishes schools and colleges
with the poorest intakes by labelling them as failing, in turn making it
impossible for those schools to attract and retain the best educators.
How the Government expects to achieve “levelling up” in this context is
anyone’s guess.
We are urging Mr Zahawi to work with the profession to replace
Ofsted with a fair accountability system. Let’s hope he’s listening. Our
profession is full of brilliant, creative, dedicated individuals who carry
out life-changing work every day with children and young people.
Too many are driven out by the unrelenting workload generated by
Ofsted. It’s hardly surprising that 86 per cent of members surveyed by
the NEU want to see Ofsted axed.
We need a regulator that supports improvement, not one that
punishes hard-working professionals, exhausting and then ultimately
demoralising them.
We must keep talented
individuals such as Alysha
Allen, the multi-awardwinning profoundly deaf
teacher featured in Class
act (page 35). And those
brilliant educators finding
imaginative ways to work
with children on tackling
climate change (page 30).
Imagine what more our
profession could achieve
if it was free from the grip
of Ofsted.

Mary Bousted
National Education Union
Joint general secretary

Except where the NEU has formally negotiated agreements with
companies as part of its services to members, inclusion of an
advertisement in Educate does not imply any form of recommendation.
While every effort is made to ensure the reliability of advertisers, the NEU
cannot accept any liability for the quality of goods or services offered.
Educate is printed by Walstead Bicester Ltd. Inside pages are printed on
paper comprised of 100% recycled, post-consumer waste.
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IN 1974 THE UK WAS PUZZLED BY A TINY CUBE
BUT NOT WHY SINGLE WOMEN COULDN’T
GET A MORTGAGE
Rubik’s Cube, first baffled us back in the
1970s, but what’s more puzzling was single
working women, needed a male guarantor
to buy a home of their own.
Formed in 1966 Teachers Building Society
was set up to solve this problem. The
Society firmly believed that any young
teacher who wanted to buy a home should
achieve that dream, regardless of gender.
Equality of lending became a founding
principle, documented in its early policy
papers and firmly put the Society ahead of
its time. It wasn’t until 1975 that women
were free to buy property independently
without needing a male guarantor.
Today we’re still committed to finding ways
for all teachers to buy a home of their own.
Call us today to find out how we could help
you take your first steps towards buying
your own home.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO
NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE

080 0 378 669
www.teachersbs.co.uk

Teachers Building Society, Allenview House, Hanham Road, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1AG. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Reg No. 156580)

The rest is history

Contents

29 May 1970

Landmark legislation, the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act, became law.
It placed a statutory duty on local authorities to create a register of all disabled
people in the area. Councils were told they should provide a range of services
such as home adaptations, meals and assistance with holidays. The Act also
covered education for people with mental and physical disabilities.
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News
Reinstate measures
as Covid rates rise
EDUCATION unions have joined forces
in a bid to improve coronavirus safety
measures in schools and avoid further
disruption to pupils’ education.
As well as writing to Education
Secretary Nadhim Zahawi, the five
unions – the NEU, NASUWT, GMB,
Unison and Unite – have also sent
letters to local authorities and public
health directors urging them to take
urgent action.
With Covid rates rising across the
country, they have asked Mr Zahawi
to reinstate measures such as social
distancing, classroom bubbles, and
face masks in secondary schools.
NEU joint general secretary Kevin
Courtney wrote: “We are concerned
that the Government is standing
by while Covid cases surge across
schools. More needs to be done,
and sooner rather than later, to
prevent further massive disruption
to children’s education, caused either
by children contracting Covid-19 or
Covid-related staff absence.”
In a joint letter to councillors across
England, the union said education
staff were more likely to test positive
for Covid than staff in other sectors.
“Many local public health officials
and NHS leaders are calling for
additional measures in light of the
huge pressures on the NHS and
in a bid to avoid another winter
lockdown,” they wrote.
Several councils are reintroducing
safety measures. In Staffordshire, the
county council is encouraging schools
to discontinue assemblies, bring back
bubbles and face masks, and ask all
close contacts of confirmed Covid
cases to get a PCR test.
The Welsh Government has
announced £3.3 million to improve
ventilation in
schools, colleges
and universities
if the carbon
dioxide monitors
being rolled
out indicate air
quality requires
improvement.
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Lifting the pay freeze
‘may prove to be a con’
THE Chancellor’s stated intention to
lift the public sector pay freeze met
with scepticism by the NEU.
Rishi Sunak announced in his autumn budget
on 27 October that the pay pause would be
lifted in April 2022.
But NEU joint general secretary Kevin
Courtney said: “The pay freeze this year was
nothing short of an insult, but the hint of a
pay rise may still prove to be a con.
“If the Chancellor expects to meet a
pay rise through existing budgets then we
will see further cuts and impossible decisions
for school and college leaders attempting to
balance their books.”
In the meantime, the union continues
its fair pay for educators campaign which, as
well as calling for the pay freeze to be lifted,
wants the restoration of the real-terms cuts
staff have endured since 2010, proper pay
progression and the use of national pay scales

by all employers. See neu.org.uk/campaigns/
pay-campaign
Pay updates in sixth form, FE, support
n Sixth form college members have accepted
a pay offer of one per cent plus 0.5 per cent
on pay points 6-8, but further education (FE)
members are holding out and a negotiating
meeting is due to be held in mid-November.
n Support staff members in the state sector
are being consulted on this year’s pay offer and
are being asked to complete a short survey on
their views and possible strike action by 22
November. Other unions have rejected a 1.7 per
cent offer, and are due to conduct strike ballots.
n The Welsh Government has agreed an
‘uplift’ of 1.75 per cent for all teacher pay
scales, backdated to 1 September 2021. A
further £1.5 million will go towards the cost
of the FE sector pay award as part of the
Government’s commitment to parity between
school teachers’ and FE lecturers’ salaries.

Funding restored to 2010 levels
NEU joint general secretary Kevin Courtney
has described Chancellor Rishi Sunak’s
announcement of £1.8 billion for post-Covid
education recovery as “completely inadequate”.
The money, announced in the autumn
budget, brings the total funding for the
Government’s recovery programme to
£4.9 billion.
Less than a third of £15bn needed
That is less than a third of the £15 billion
former education recovery tsar Sir Kevan
Collins said was needed to support many
thousands of children and young people.
Sir Kevan, who resigned from his role in
the summer after his proposals were rejected,
described the Chancellor’s offer as “meagre”.
The announcement comes on the back of
ten years of austerity measures, which have seen
many schools reach crisis point. In his budget
speech, Mr Sunak admitted that the funding,
together with spending increases announced in
2019, would “restore per-pupil funding levels to
2010 levels in real terms” by 2024-25.
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Responding to the announcement, Kevin
said: “Taking so long to restore the cuts made
from 2010 onwards should not be a matter of
pride, but one of embarrassment.”
An additional £2.6 billion will be
allocated over the next three years to create
a further 30,000 school places for children
with special educational needs and disabilities
(SEND). However, SEND provision has
had years of underfunding and this will only
close the gap temporarily. In the meantime,
thousands of children continue to miss out on
the support that they need. The Government
is yet to publish the outcomes of its review of
SEND provision.
Kevin added: “The Chancellor had a
historic opportunity to value education and value
educators. Despite his rhetoric, he has failed.”

Tell us about your workload

Many head teachers say the fear of Ofsted
drives the huge overwork of teachers.

Value Education, Value Educators
A FILM celebrating the work of educators,
launched by the NEU on World Teachers’ Day
(5 October) to mark the start of our Value
Education, Value Educators campaign, has
been watched more than five million times.
Since the Covid-19 pandemic struck in
March 2020, the value members of the
public – parents especially – place on our
profession has grown. The union wants to
harness that support and make the voices of
our members, parents and students heard
in order that, together, we can change things
for the better.
n Watch the film and sign up to our
campaign at valueeducation.org.uk
(Right) Teacher Kate Taylor, from
Wheelers Lane Primary in Birmingham,
in the Value Education video
PHOTO by Grey Moth

THOUSANDS of new members have joined the NEU since
the launch of Value Education, Value Educators, the
union’s wide-ranging campaign to tackle child poverty,
funding, assessment and workload (pictured above).
Unnecessary workload drives thousands of teachers out of the
profession every year. An NEU survey of members found 86 per cent
wanted Ofsted – a major driver of unnecessary workload – to be axed.
As part of our campaign, NEU joint general secretaries
Mary Bousted and Kevin Courtney have written to Education
Secretary Nadhim Zahawi urging him to work with the union
to replace the “toxic” accountability model of Ofsted with a new,

fair way of evaluating schools. The letter highlights the stress Ofsted
inspections place on members and the inconsistency of judgements.
Analysis by the NEU also reveals that a secondary school with an
intake in the most deprived area is six times more likely to be judged
to be failing as a school in the least deprived area.
The union has produced guidance, alongside a workload audit
tool, for members on how to reduce unnecessary workload. It includes
advice on lesson plans, data collection, meetings and classroom
observations, setting out Government and Ofsted expectations
alongside NEU policy.
n Visit neu.org.uk/valueeducators
n NEU joint general secretary discusses the campaign on page 11.

Scrapping BTECs will disadvantage students
THE campaign to protect BTECs is
urging Education Secretary Nadhim
Zahawi to maintain funding for
these and other applied general
qualifications (AGQs).
#ProtectStudentChoice has called on Mr
Zahawi to rethink Department for Education
(DfE) proposals to scrap most AGQs in
favour of A-levels and the new vocational
equivalent T-levels.
A letter, signed by 112 MPs and peers,
supporting the campaign was sent to Mr
Zahawi following cross-party votes in the
House of Lords on 12 October amending the
Government’s Skills and Post-16 Education
Bill in support of BTECs.

The letter, which was signed by three
former secretaries of state for education,
Labour and Conservative, said that while
they welcomed the introduction of T-levels,
there was no reason why these could not
“co-exist with A-levels in the future
qualifications landscape”.
#ProtectStudentChoice was formed by
a coalition of 21 organisations, including the
NEU, after the DfE indicated it was planning
to cut funding for most AGQs. More
than 48,000 people have signed a petition
at protectstudentchoice.org urging the
Government to keep BTECs.
At the moment, students can choose
between three routes at level 3: A-levels, for
more academic qualification; T-levels for

technical subjects; and AGQs that combine
academic learning with practical skills.
Research by the Social Market Foundation
indicated that 44 per cent of white working class
students who go to university studied at least
one BTEC and 37 per cent of Black students
who go have only BTEC qualifications.
Mary Bousted, NEU joint general
secretary, said AGQs had an important role in
education and in supporting social mobility.
“Cutting funding for the majority of these
qualifications will severely disadvantage many
students who would benefit from achieving
on these courses,” she said, adding that
such action could lead to colleges becoming
unviable and having to close, resulting in
teacher and support staff redundancies.
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News

Life-saving support for women
THE union has donated £10,000
to two organisations that run the
National Domestic Abuse Helpline,
following a spike in domestic abuse
during lockdown.
Charities Women’s Aid, which works to
provide “life-saving services and build a future
where domestic abuse is not tolerated”, and
Refuge, which opened its first safe house in
1971 and works with 6,000 clients each day,
will share the money.
NEU president Daniel Kebede said:
“The NEU pledged this financial support to
the National Domestic Abuse Helpline as a
mark of solidarity, resolve and determination
to try and get life-saving support and advocacy
to women who need it.

NEU2269 Sexism poster for Educate HR.pdf

n Visit neu.org.uk/domestic-abuse-andworkplace

n Anyone in need of support, or who is worried
about a friend or relative, can call the 24-hour
helpline 0808 2000 247. All calls are free and in
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“Men and women across the NEU have
to call out sexist attitudes and we want NEU
branches to support Refuge and Women’s Aid.”
Awareness in schools and colleges
International Day for the Elimination of
Violence against Women is on 25 November.
Use NEU resource packs to raise
awareness in your school or college to empower
and inspire women and girls, including the
poster in the centre pages of the September/
October issue of Educate (see right).
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Sabina: ‘Kind, caring and dedicated to her pupils’
THE school where “brilliant teacher” Sabina Nessa taught was overwhelmed
with messages and flowers following her death in September.
Sabina’s body was found in a park in Kidbrooke, south London, on 18
September. A man, Koci Selamaj, 36, has been charged with her murder.
Lisa Williams, head teacher at Rushey Green Primary School in Lewisham,
where Sabina worked, described the 28-year-old as “kind, caring and absolutely
dedicated to her pupils”.
“She had so much life ahead of her and so much more to give. Her loss is
desperately sad,” Lisa said. “As a school we are supporting each other through this
very difficult time and will be providing specialist support to those who need it.”
The school has held a private event in Sabina’s memory.
Hundreds of people gathered at a vigil in memory of Sabina on 24 September
in Kidbrooke, where mourners laid flowers and lit candles, and speakers called for
an end to violence against women.
Eleanor Davies, district secretary of Lewisham NEU, where Sabina was a member,
said colleagues “shared the rage and sadness” at the news of the young teacher’s death.
“We are deeply saddened. Our thoughts and love are with Sabina’s friends and
family, her colleagues and the children in her class,” she said.

The vigil for Sabina Nessa in Kidbrooke
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‘Children should be playing and learning social skills’

More Than A Score is a coalition of teachers, parents and
organisations campaigning for an end to primary school testing.

COALITION More Than A Score (MTAS) is calling for an end to all formal testing in primary schools, after its petition against Baseline
assessment generated more than 112,000 signatures. A group of four-year-olds (pictured) helped deliver the petition to Downing Street in
September. MTAS has calculated that the time spent testing 600,000 children in England has led to the loss of at least 300,000 teaching
hours – equivalent to 60,000 school days. Speaking at the petition hand-in, Sara Tomlinson, teacher and Lambeth NEU district secretary,
said the test was a waste of time: “Baseline testing takes away valuable time from children in those early weeks when they should be learning
social skills and playing with their friends.”
NEU-commissioned research into the Baseline pilot, carried out by University College London in 2020, found 83 per cent of teachers said
the tests increased their workload. And 77 per cent said it was a ‘tick-box’ exercise, which devalued teachers’ professional judgement about
children and their learning needs.					
n Sign the petition at morethanascore.org.uk PHOTO by MTAS

Assessment needs a rethink, says commission
THE assessment and qualifications
system for 14- to 19-year-olds is
not sufficiently reliable, fair or fit
for the future, according to a group
of experts.
Interim findings of an England-wide review
by an independent assessment commission,
whose ten members include head teacher
and NEU past president Robin Bevan, were
published in October.
They set out a case for radically
overhauling the system.
The commissioners said the “exam
factory” culture in many schools and colleges
is leading to disaffection with learning and
undermining the mental health of students
and teachers.
“Too many young people leave schools
and colleges without the qualifications,
knowledge, skills, understanding or attributes

they need to transition effectively into college,
employment or university,” said the report.
The commission, named A New
Era, was set up by the NEU and is led by
independent chair Louise Hayward, professor
of educational assessment and innovation at
Glasgow University. She selected a range of
experts to join her commission.
Since starting their review in March, the
commissioners have been gathering evidence
from groups including teachers, pupils,
parents and employers, which has fed into
the interim report.
Teachers told the commission that the
focus on accountability – and a system that
penalises schools for factors such as poverty,
which are outside their control – takes the
focus away from learning, increases workload
and impacts wellbeing.
This is a major cause of teachers leaving
the profession, they said.

Five principles
The commission has developed five principles
to create a qualifications system in England
that is reliable, fair and fit for the future:

1
2
3

Qualifications and assessment should
service the individual.
Qualifications should be recognised
as part of a wider education system.

Qualifications and assessment should
serve the future needs of society, culture
and the economy.

4
5

Qualifications and assessment should
be inclusive.
Qualifications and assessment should
support progression for all young people.

The commission was due to publish its final
report with recommendations in November.
n Visit neweraassessment.org.uk
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Opinion

Practical steps to mend a broken system
NEU joint general
secretary Kevin
Courtney says if
the Government
wants to value
education, it
must value
educators.

THE pandemic has shown how important
schools, colleges and nurseries are to the
fabric of our country and to the lives of
parents and pupils.
And, despite criticism from some
quarters, most parents and carers think that
education staff have done vitally important
things for the country, keeping education
going while putting themselves at more risk
than those able to work from home.
The NEU has grown stronger during
the pandemic. We now have more members
and more reps than ever before, and a greater
sense of engagement between head teachers
and our workplace reps. We have more
contacts with politicians and other opinion
formers, and better relationships with many
journalists who have seen that the union’s
stance has been the right one.
However, the workload placed on
teachers and support staff during the crisis
is simply enormous – and there is a very
real chance of recruitment and retention
difficulties becoming even greater unless
there is serious change.
Change nationally and in your workplace
So, the question facing the NEU is, how do
we get the Government to seriously act on the
issues that matter – for example, on questions
of education funding, on teacher and support
staff workload, and on pay?
The NEU is planning a multi-faceted
campaign to engage public opinion, pressurise
politicians and strengthen our ability to make
change in the workplace and nationally.
We are calling this campaign Value
Education, and the workplace orientation of
it will be Value Education, Value Educators.
You may have seen the adverts we placed
in the national press on 5 October to mark
World Teachers’ Day, or caught the Value
Education, Value Educators video that we
have been promoting on social media.

Eman Mohamed, head of faculty and science teacher at a school in west Essex, in the NEU’s Value Education,
Value Educators video		
		
PHOTO by Grey Moth

The adverts put forward our position on
school funding, child poverty and the need for
reform of school accountability. Our video tells
members’ stories, showing what you are doing
during the pandemic. It has been watched
more than five million times, with thousands
more engaging. Please share it with your
family and friends.
A supportive system of accountability
As we move forward, we will explain what is
going wrong in our system and how to take
steps to put it right. For example, we will launch
a campaign to abolish Ofsted and replace it with
a supportive system of school accountability.
We will put this at the centre of much of
our work, because we believe what our members
tell us: that the unnecessary workload and stress
caused by inspections drives talented educators
from the profession, leading to the acute
problems we are facing with teacher supply.
It is Ofsted’s 30th anniversary on 6 May
next year, and Mary and I have written to the
Education Secretary, Nadhim Zahawi, calling
on him to set up a commission to plan for
Ofsted’s end.
We have explained that Ofsted
judgements punish schools in areas of high
poverty and disproportionately brand poorer
schools with unfairly harsh grades. We have
sent him data showing that Ofsted grades
3.5 times more secondary schools with

better-off pupils as Outstanding than schools
with worse-off students, and that it grades
six times as many secondary schools with
worse-off students as failing.
These disparities show Ofsted judgements
are more a reflection of the children who
attend a school than the efforts of those who
work in them. This creates perverse incentives
and leads to a situation where schools with
the most deprived intakes have the greatest
teacher turnover.
At the same time as pressing this case
nationally, the union is also going to be
organising a national campaign in schools and
colleges across the country to tackle workload.
We will use the tools we found most
effective during the pandemic – national
Zoom meetings and campaigns in the media –
in parallel with activities aimed at every school
and college. We will write to all head teachers,
and support our members and reps in talking
to heads about the union’s position.
This workplace-level activity will help us
apply the pressure to politicians to make real
change. This is an exciting project, but it needs
your help and involvement if it is to succeed.
Please keep an eye out for the union materials,
discuss them with your colleagues and join the
national Zoom calls.
Together, we are making a difference
during Covid. Together, we can make a
difference as we come out of it.
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News
NEU guidance on uniforms
GUIDANCE on developing an inclusive
dress code for pupils has been
published by the NEU.
It comes on the back of a new
law, the Education (Guidance about
Costs of School Uniforms) Act 2021,
which was passed in April. The law places
a statutory responsibility on schools to
make sure uniforms are affordable.
The NEU’s guidance sets out the
principles for creating a uniform policy
that takes account of cost, religious
beliefs, gender identity and cultural
practices. It says there should be no
formal dress code for staff.
n Visit neu.org.uk/advice/school-uniform

Cuts take toll on support staff
BUDGET cuts are causing job insecurity
and increased workload for support
staff, says NEU executive member Trish Fay.
“We are often the first to go, and the
remaining support staff are expected
to work for longer, unpaid, out of the
goodness of our hearts,” said Trish.
“Everyone is worn out just keeping
going this term.”
n Visit neu.org.uk/support-staff

Standing with Pride for equality
HANDING out NEU Inclusion not
Exclusion T-shirts and holding placards
calling on schools to defend LGBT+
inclusion, NEU members and their friends
and family were among thousands at this
year’s Nottinghamshire Pride. Celebrating the
theme freedom, love and equality, they took
part in the event on 11 September.
Gary Fletcher (pictured right), a native
of Nottingham and NEU Blackpool district
and branch secretary, said it was especially
good for NEU members to be at the festival,
which was cancelled in 2020.
“Many who rely on Pride to feel a sense
of community, safety and acceptance were so
pleased this event took place,” Gary said.
Stalls were prohibited because of
pandemic rules, but members spoke to the
general public about the importance of
diversity in the curriculum, and the need for
relationships, sex and health education to be
LGBT+ inclusive.
Gary said the support given by
Nottingham City NEU was “just fantastic”.

He added: “It was so good for the NEU
to be there. We always get a good response.”
Leigh Ellis, chairperson of
Nottinghamshire Pride, said: “It was
incredible to see thousands standing in
solidarity against hate.”

SEND Leader of the Year
DEPUTY head teacher Colin May has
been named SEND Leader of the
Year at the annual awards hosted
by education charity the National
Association for Special Needs (nasen).
The award, sponsored by the NEU,
was presented at a ceremony in central
London in October.
Colin works with primary pupils at
Mayfield School in Torquay.
NEU president Daniel Kebede said:
“The NEU is proud to sponsor this award,
which celebrates the huge contribution
school leaders make to the life chances
of pupils with special educational
needs and disabilities. Colin is an
inspiration to us all.”
n Visit nasen.org.uk/awards

Equality and diversity award
IF you know an NEU member who has
made a significant contribution to
equality and diversity work in their school
or branch, why not nominate them for
the Blair Peach Award? Contact your
local branch by 14 January.
n Visit neu.org.uk/blair-peach-award
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Congratulations to our new DGS
POLLS for the first elected NEU deputy general secretary closed
on 29 October and the NEU is pleased to announce that Niamh
Sweeney was elected.
Our thanks to the other candidates, Gawain Little and Martin
Powell-Davies, for their participation in this important election.
Niamh works at Long Road Sixth Form College in
Cambridge, and has been a member of the NEU national executive
and legacy ATL executive body since 2011.
n The independent scrutineer’s report can be read at
neu.org.uk/elections
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Niamh Sweeney

Training for independent sector NEU reps

“Hearing the experiences of other reps made me
confident we can achieve more,” said one participant.

Swindon backs down on plans for mass forced academisation
CONTROVERSIAL proposals to force all schools in Swindon to
become part of multi-academy trusts (MATs) by 2025 have been
withdrawn after vocal union opposition.
The proposals by Swindon Council were to make all 25 maintained
schools academies, within a MAT, and for all 18 standalone academies
to join a MAT. A paper to a full cabinet council meeting on 13 October
was amended and the arbitrary deadline has been axed.
The proposals would have affected 500 NEU members.
Hannah Packham, NEU south west regional secretary, told
Educate: “We are pleased the council has pulled back from the

brink – for now. But this threat isn’t going away, so we will continue
to campaign against these arbitrary proposals and the forced
academisation of any schools in Swindon.”
A lobby was held by Swindon NEU outside the council on the
day of the meeting, and supportive local media coverage heaped
pressure on the council to rethink.
“The paper should have been withdrawn altogether – there is the
danger it will be back on the table in six months,” Hannah warned. “The
local authority and regional schools commissioner should instead focus
on supporting teachers and pupils, not forcing top-down reorganisation.”

Victory ‘tinged
with sadness’

Oaks Park picket line							PHOTO by Kois Miah

12 more days of anti-bullying action
AFTER more than 20 days of strike
action, campaigners fighting to save
colleagues’ jobs at a London school
remain resolute.
Members at Oaks Park High School in
Ilford planned 12 more days of strikes for
November, five months since they first walked
out in June in support of five teachers who
had lost their jobs.
They also planned a rally at City Hall for
15 November from 5.30pm when they hoped
to meet the London mayor Sadiq Khan to
raise the issue of bullying at Oaks Park.
NEU rep Kieran Mahon was sacked
and four other members of staff did not have

their contracts renewed after they raised
concerns about working in school during
the Covid ‘second wave’ in January. They
had used section 44 letters, as advised by the
union, requesting not to work because of the
risk of infection.
Strike action has been widely supported
and has included rallies at Redbridge Town
Hall and a march from the school to the
offices of local Labour MP Wes Streeting.
The union accuses the school leadership
of bullying and union-bashing and is appalled
that the Labour Redbridge Council has not
stepped in to help resolve the dispute.
n Send messages of support to
#SaveOaksParkSchool

CELEBRATIONS at
an independent school
in Oxford after a
two-year campaign for
union recognition were
“tinged with sadness”
following the death
of NEU rep Jonny
Lambe (pictured).
St Edward’s, a
boarding and day school for 13- to 18-yearolds, has signed a union recognition agreement
to negotiate with the NEU regarding
members’ pay, terms and conditions.
The campaign was led by Diane Wilson,
Oxfordshire assistant district and branch
secretary, and school rep Jonny, who died last
academic year but saw the recognition deal he
had worked for signed.
Diane said it was an “immense privilege”
to have worked alongside him. “Jonny was a
teacher and union rep of the highest integrity,”
she said. “He used his deep knowledge of
historical events to educate those around him
on the importance of standing up for what you
believe in, in the pursuit of justice.”
Nick Childs, NEU south east senior
regional officer, told Educate: “The persistence
of members in securing recognition at St
Edwards is a credit to them. It shows that
when members stick together they can engage
positively with the employer to negotiate over
their conditions of employment and secure
trade union recognition rights.
“The great achievement by members is
tinged with sadness, but the fact that members
are much stronger and have gained recognition
will be part of Jonny’s legacy.”
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News
‘Lead by example at COP26’
CLIMATE change education must be
fully embedded in the education system,
say unions, with the UK leading by
example in its role as chair of COP26.
Four unions, including the NEU, have
written to Education Secretary Nadhim
Zahawi, urging the Government to
grasp the gravity of the “dire impact” of
climate change.
Mary Bousted, NEU joint general
secretary, said: “It is the next generation
that will bear the brunt of any inaction
on climate change. Schools and
colleges can play their part and the
UK Government needs to ensure that
quality climate change education is
embedded across the curriculum, as
well as focusing on decarbonising the
education estate by 2031.”
n See pages 30-32.

‘We can’t unsee this
inexcusable poverty’

Asbestos in 900 Welsh schools
THE number of schools in Wales still
containing asbestos is unacceptable
and alarming, says NEU Cymru following
the release of figures showing at
least 900 schools contain the
carcinogenic substance.
Commenting on the findings of an
investigation by the BBC, NEU Cymru
secretary David Evans said: “It is simply
unacceptable in this day and age. We
will be raising this with local authorities
and the Welsh Government.”
Most of the asbestos identified
was in areas such as boiler rooms
and basements.
n Visit neu.org.uk/advice/asbestos-schools

Water contamination
THE NEU is investigating survey findings
that revealed high levels of lead in the
water at almost 100 schools.
The Great British Water Project
invited 650 schools across the UK to take
part in an analysis of their tap water
and early results found some high levels
of lead, a toxic metal. Seventy schools
recorded 20 micrograms (µ) of lead per
litre of water, double the recommended
maximum, and 22 schools reported
levels of 50 µ/litre. The final results were
due to be published during COP26.
Schools should contact the Drinking
Water Inspectorate or their local water
company if they are concerned about
their water supply.
14

NEU joint general secretary Kevin Courtney speaking at the Labour Party conference

IT is “absolutely inexcusable” that
children live in such poverty they
lack pens and paper, NEU joint
general secretary Kevin Courtney
told delegates at the Labour Party
conference in Brighton.
Speaking at the NEU’s No Child Left
Behind fringe session, held jointly with
the Daily Mirror, Kevin said NEU members
had looked into children’s homes during
virtual lessons throughout the pandemic
and seen children sharing a bedroom with
their parents.
He said the pandemic had shone a new
light on poverty and “having seen this we
can’t unsee it”.
At the Conservative conference in
Manchester, levelling up was discussed at
the union’s fringe, where Kevin said it was an
“uncomfortable truth for the Government”
that 75 per cent of children living in poverty
have at least one working parent.
Ministers need to address poverty pay
and insecure work if they are serious about
levelling up, he said.
‘Bizarre’ approach to levelling up
Education recovery and school funding
were also debated, with NEU joint general
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secretary Mary Bousted telling Conservatives
that the national funding formula, hailed
by the Government as part of its levelling
up agenda, gives more money to schools in
affluent areas than those in less wealthy areas.
It is “bizarre” that the more
disadvantaged a school’s intake, the more
its funding is hit, she said.
The union, which also attended the
virtual Liberal Democrat conference, held
fringes on the A New Era independent
assessment commission (see page 9), which is
looking at the assessment and qualifications
system for 14- to 19-year-olds.
Assessment system ‘not fit for purpose’
Mary spoke at each of the assessment fringes.
She told the Labour Party session that exams
are “overused to the point of exhaustion”.
While at the Conservative conference,
MP Flick Drummond welcomed the
independent commission, saying the current
system is “not fit for purpose” and the
pandemic had offered an opportunity to
revisit it.
The union also attended the Green
Party conference.
n Next issue, Kate Anstey of the Child Poverty

Action Group describes the charity’s Cost of the
School Day project.

Bigger picture

STINA in the Children’s Wood is part of Margaret
Mitchell’s ongoing work An Ordinary Eden. It
features in This Separated Isle, a new photography
collection for the Invisible Britain series.
Editor Paul Sng said: “While it may seem like our society has

gone backwards in recent times, in This Separated Isle we meet
people who reflect our disparate and multicultural society, and
tell us that acceptance and respect are values to strive for.”
This Separated Isle, edited by Paul Sng. Bristol University Press. £20.

margaretmitchell.co.uk

@paulsng @margmitch

News

Helping to improve race equality
MORE than 1,500
members have
been trained in
how to use the
NEU’s framework
for developing
an anti-racist
approach in
their schools
and colleges.
The union has been inundated with requests
for the training since the 22-page framework
(pictured above) was launched in 2020, just
after the Black Lives Matter protests.
NEU race equality policy specialist
Karen Chouhan, one of the union’s trainers,
said initial teacher education providers had
also booked the course, with one session
attracting around 90 trainees.
Training, which can be tailored to the

school or college, includes what it means
to be anti-racist rather than simply being
against racism, acceptable language,
and advice on how to produce an action
plan. Topics include unconscious bias and
micro-aggressions.
“We have heard some teachers say they
don’t need the training because they don’t
have many Black children in their school.
We explain that there’s even more need for it
because those children will be going out into
a world where they need to know about how
to be anti-racist,” said Karen.
Earlier this year, the Hamilton
Commission – established by seven times
Formula 1 racing world champion Lewis
Hamilton – recommended that all schools
adopt the framework to help improve race
equality in education.
Lewis addressed the NEU’s Black
educators’ conference in 2020, where he spoke

about his own experience of being excluded
from school.
The framework in action
Danny Richards, head of school at Boulton
Ark Academy, has been working with the
NEU since May to implement the framework
through training sessions with staff and policy
sessions. A staff working group has been set
up at the Birmingham school, which will
contribute to its equality policy.
“The framework has provided us with
the confidence to have conversations around
inclusion and diversity within our school
community,” said Danny.
“It provides a pathway for improvement
and unwraps what is a very complicated
topic, making it far easier to digest and
work through.”

n Email equality@neu.org.uk to let us know
about the work you are doing.

SCHOOL leaders and educators from
maintained nursery schools (MNS) joined
parents, campaigners and a dozen MPs
to deliver a 2,000-signature petition to
Downing Street (left). Hundreds joined the
protest, which called for more funding to
prevent nursery school closures.
MNS, which deliver high-quality
pre-school education usually in areas
of high deprivation, have been hit by a
lack of funding and Covid-related costs.
A joint union survey found 46 per cent of
MNS leaders were already in deficit for the
year by the end of March 2021. Only 23 per
cent said they could continue to operate
with current funding levels.
The petition – signed by school leaders and
educators from almost every MNS in the
country – called on the Chancellor to “take
urgent action to provide adequate funding”
for MNS.
PHOTO by Rehan Jamil

Northern Irish supply teacher register is ‘open to abuse’
THE NEU has proposed measures to
strengthen the rights of temporary supply
teachers in a forthcoming review of the
Northern Ireland Substitute Teacher Register.
The online system benefits schools and
teachers in providing a source of qualified
teachers and pays an appropriate agreed rate,
16

depending on the scale of the teacher. It is
designed to be a register for booking shortterm cover only.
However, the system is open to abuse –
for example, to cover vacant temporary posts
such as maternity leave, which last over six
months. And the NEU believes the system
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for reporting abuse of the register is not fit
for purpose because the onus lies with the
substitute teacher to report their employer.
The NEU has proposed automatic
identification of the use of daily contracts to
shift the onus onto employing authorities and
trade unions through automated reports.

Remembering Betty Campbell, 1934-2017

“If you’re determined to do something, you will do it.
And I think my life has been full of determinations.”

Statue honours Wales’
first Black head teacher

Rachel Clarke under the statue of her grandmother PHOTO by Molyneux Associates

AT the unveiling of a statue of
Wales’ first Black head teacher, her
granddaughter called for more diversity
in schools’ senior management.
Rachel Clarke was speaking at the
ceremony in Cardiff marking the life
and work of her grandmother Betty
Campbell (pictured right), who died in
2017 aged 82.
Betty taught at Mount Stuart
Primary School in Butetown, Cardiff,
for 28 years and was head teacher from
the 1970s, developing the school into a beacon for best practice in
multicultural education.
But when, as a child, she had said to her own head teacher that
she wanted to teach, Betty was told: “Oh my dear, the problems would
be insurmountable.”
Undeterred, she went on to become highly respected in her
profession and beyond. She was invited to meet Nelson Mandela in
1998 and Prince Charles, who had visited her school, sent a message
on Twitter on the day of the unveiling.
Rachel, a deputy head, told Sky News at the ceremony: “Change
is happening, but we feel as if senior management in schools is still not
very diverse.”
n Jeremy Miles, Minister for Education and Welsh Language, has
announced the Betty Campbell Award, a new category in this year’s
Professional Teaching Awards Cymru. It will go to the person, team or
school that demonstrates outstanding awareness of the importance of
diversity and inclusion in the classroom.

Support needed to teach Black history in Wales
PROFESSIONAL learning opportunities
must be provided for teachers in Wales to
support the teaching of diversity, anti-racism
and Black history and culture, say inspectors.
A report by the Welsh education
inspectorate, Estyn, says schools must ensure
that pupils can develop an understanding
of how Black individuals and communities
contribute to the history and culture of Wales
and the wider world.
The report says that in most primary
schools, pupils had a limited knowledge and
understanding of Black history within Wales
and the UK. In most secondary schools,
any knowledge students did have was not
developed well enough.
Inspectors found that many staff felt
unsure how to address topics that include
Black history.

The Welsh Government announced in
October that learning about the diversity
of communities and the stories of Black
people would be included across the new
Curriculum for Wales, due to be introduced
from September 2022.
n Read the full report at bit.ly/3AYPOxf

Increase diversity of teaching workforce
FINANCIAL incentives are to be offered by
the Welsh Government from 2022 to attract
more teachers from ethnic minorities.
A report earlier this year revealed that
only 1.3 per cent of teachers in Wales were
from ethnic minority backgrounds, compared
to 12 per cent of pupils.
Jeremy Miles, Minister for Education
and Welsh Language, said: “It is vital that
we increase the diversity of our teaching

workforce to better support our learners.
We must understand the barriers which are
preventing more people from ethnic minority
backgrounds from going into teaching.”
NEU resources and history timeline
PODCASTS on Black history are among
a range of resources on the NEU’s website,
along with information on a number of
inspiring Black historical figures.
The Guardian has also published a Black
history timeline, which has three strands. One
weaves African history with a more familiar
Western historical timeline. Then there is a US
strand – from Alabama to Black Lives Matter
– and a UK strand focusing on Britain since
the Windrush.
n Visit neu.org.uk/black-history-month
and bit.ly/3GxV52P
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News

Afghan children robbed of an education
A FUNDRAISING appeal in support
of Save the Children’s humanitarian
work in Afghanistan was launched by
the NEU at a webinar on 17 November.
The union is encouraging members and
districts to donate and organise fundraising
events at their workplace.
NEU joint general secretary Mary
Bousted said: “I hope members will get fully
involved in the NEU’s fundraising drive in
support of Save the Children and its vital work
in Afghanistan.”
n Visit justgiving.com/campaign/
neu-afghanistan

Girls’ right to learn, women’s to teach
In August, the NEU highlighted the
“harrowing situation in Afghanistan” when
the country fell to the Taliban, after 20 years
of war. Education and healthcare are in a
critical state, dependent on foreign aid, most
of which is now frozen.
Afghan people have suffered two decades
of conflict, poverty and insecurity. Even before
the Taliban takeover, more than half the
population relied on humanitarian assistance.
Afghan women and girls have had their
rights to education, work and freedom of
movement removed. Most women across
public services, including educators, have not
been allowed to return to work.
Mary said there is particular concern
that women’s and girls’ freedoms are being
eroded: “These must be protected. This

18

Women and girls have had their hard-won rights to education and work removed

includes preserving girls’ right to attend
school and the right of women educators to
return to work.”
Joseph Nhan-O’Reilly, director of the
International Parliamentary Network for
Education (IPNEd), an organisation which
convenes MPs on education, said: “The right
of girls to an education is being denied them.
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But also children’s right to gather and play
outside is being actively denied.
“There is an urgent need for the
international community to agree a mechanism
which will allow vital aid to flow again, and for
teachers to be paid and schools to reopen.”
Urgent action needed in the UK
The NEU is calling on the UK Government to:
n reverse cuts to the international aid budget
– it was reduced from 0.7 to 0.5 per cent of
gross national income (GNP)
n halt the Nationality and Borders Bill, an
anti-refugee bill likely to criminalise many
refugees, including Afghans, seeking protection
n cease the removal of Afghan refugees from
the UK
n fund local authorities and schools receiving
Afghan refugees.
In addition, the NEU wants to see:
n all children, including girls, to be allowed to
return to school, and female education staff to
be enabled to safely return to work
n all education facilities to be kept safe in
accordance with the Safe Schools Declaration,
endorsed by Afghanistan in 2015, to ensure
that all students and educators – male and
female – can learn and teach in safety.

Michael Rosen

Inward bound
Words by Michael Rosen
Illustration by Dan Berry

Guardian, 28 August 2021
England’s schools in urgent need of repairs, say heads
Teachers tell of leaking ceilings, broken heating, inadequate ventilation,
as leaders say they have no money to fix problems.

Do you remember those great school trips,
away for a week, outward bound
learning and exploring, map in hand,
walking miles on muddy ground?

If you want to face the elements
or get that outdoor feeling
then stay in school, you can get it there
the rain is coming through the ceiling.

We headed off in hired coaches
singing our way to a distant place:
a special centre where we’d meet
the trained warden with the smiley face.

Everyone can wear their waterproofs
and study the cracks on the walls.
When they skid on the soaking floors
they can study the effects of falls.

Forget it, folks! For now there’s no need
for all that effort and expense
you can get as good much cheaper,
an experience just as intense.

We’re back to J.K. Galbraith’s words
when he looked at who got the dollar:
while some build up their private wealth
we get public squalor.
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Holocaust
Learning
at IWM
Engage your students with our galleries
and innovative learning programme
iwm.org.uk/learning/sessions/holocaust-learning-london

Oxford Cambridge and RSA
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Union people
Alice Fauvel is a GCSE French and Spanish teacher and rep
at Tring Park School for the Performing Arts, an independent
school for pupils aged eight to 19, in Hertfordshire.

Strong community of like-minded professionals
What do you love about your job?

Providing students with the necessary
tools to understand the world they live in
and equipping them with the knowledge
they need so that they can make a positive
contribution to it.
Our students are immensely talented
and dedicated to their art. They are articulate
young people who are able to communicate
their emotions through their talent and work.
They are inspiring and it is a privilege to be
their teacher. This sentiment is shared among
the teaching community and staff.

What do you love about being in
the union?

This year, being part of the union gave
members an awareness of our strength as a
community of like-minded professionals with
common interests and concerns.
Because we teach both academic and
vocational subjects and have a large staff body,
many of us did not know each other. This
recently shifted, and there is a renewed sense
of belonging. Now we even have a weekly
informal staff lunch to nurture that newfound social bond.
In September 2020 I was asked by a
former colleague, Shelley Piggott – who had
been the only rep for years – to step up and
become a rep, and I’m glad I did. At the time
I was exasperated by the Government’s bad
handling of the Covid pandemic. Colleagues
were stressed out and felt their voices were
not being heard. A few months later, Caroline
Winter from our support staff joined our
team and we developed a great working
dynamic in preparation for, and during, our
strike action in June.
Teaching staff were involved in a dispute
with school governors over the proposed
withdrawal from the Teachers’ Pensions
Scheme (TPS), along with the threat that we
would be fired and rehired on new contracts.
But with hard work, determination, the
support of the union, two days of industrial
action and, most importantly, the staff coming

(Above) Teacher and rep Alice Fauvel,
and (left) on the picket line at Tring
Park School for the Performing Arts
with colleagues and NEU joint general
secretary Kevin Courtney

together, the outcome was successful. All
eligible staff have been allowed to remain in
the scheme.

Although it was a painful learning
curve, we are all now a lot more educated on
pensions, which is a positive thing.

What have you been up to lately?

What do you do on your day off?

There is a consensus in our union group
that we should apply for official recognition.
We would like to believe we could obtain
voluntary recognition, but are also aware that
it could be a lot less straightforward.
In addition, we would like to recruit a rep
from pastoral staff so different views can be
better represented.

What’s important to you right now?

Although we won our industrial action in the
summer and received a guarantee that the
school would remain in the TPS for the time
being, we need to remain vigilant and united
on that front.
We’ll keep an eye on how the TPS
will be funded in years to come, especially
since the school could raise the issue of the
scheme’s affordability again.

Try to switch off. I usually go to boot camp or
run on my own or with my running club. It is
a great way to get some perspective – as long
as you can avoid getting injured.

Tell us something we don’t know.

As a French person, becoming a rep and
participating in my first strike action in the
UK has been illuminating. Here, strike action
is a last resort. In France, it is almost a rite
of passage, used as a starting point in the
bargaining process. In the UK it takes a lot of
courage and determination.
Those who decided to strike didn’t make
the decision to withdraw their labour easily.
None of us were happy about having to take
action. I am so very proud of all my colleagues
who stood up for their rights and I hope they
remember how powerful we all were together.
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PROMOTING
EQUALITY
AND
TACKLING
RACISM IN
SCHOOLS
An online course, created by the UK's leading
anti-racism education charity, designed to equip
educators with the knowledge and skills to deal
with racism and promote equality in schools.

Topics include:

“This course is a
must for
anyone who
works with
young people in
today's
society.”
Primary School teacher, Cardiff

Planning your Professional Development
Programme for January/September?
Make the most of our special NEU discount and
get an extra 20% off if you purchase by 31/01/22
Email Siân with the subject: NEU

Understand what racism is
Be better equipped to respond to
racist incidents
Understand your legal requirements
and inspectorate expectations
Have a greater understanding of
appropriate terminology

sian@e-coach.co.uk
redcardcourses.e-coach.co.uk
Scan QR code

£40 per licence
50 Licences
100 Licences
250 Licences
500 Licences

5% Discount
10% Discount
15% Discount
20% Discount

Created in partnership with
e-coach.co.uk

UK Disability History Month is highlighting the needs of people with
invisible impairments, who represent more than half of the 13.5 million
people who identify as disabled in the UK. Sarah Thompson reports.

More than meets the eye
IT is not uncommon for people
with invisible impairments to be
misjudged in the workplace as
shirkers or hypochondriacs.
If an impairment cannot be seen, for many
it simply does not exist. Consequently, those
who need support struggle to get it, and
requests for reasonable adjustments may be
deemed unnecessary.
But the impact of chronic conditions
such as Crohn’s disease and diabetes,
progressive conditions such as rheumatoid
arthritis, mental illnesses, autistic spectrum
disorders, and obsessive-compulsive disorders
– all within the broad spectrum of invisible
impairment – can be significant.
Yet individuals themselves may be
reluctant to disclose their condition. They may
also feel unjustified in asking for adjustments,
which can make their condition worse.
‘I don’t use a wheelchair or crutches’
Head of drama Chris Hamilton, who was
diagnosed with a torn meniscus – a severe
knee injury – and osteoarthritis a year ago,
knows this only too well.
His impairment affects his ability to
walk, but Chris never considered he might be
disabled. “I thought, I’m not in a wheelchair,
I’m not using crutches, I don’t have a
disability,” he explains.

“I’m disabled by
the world around
me. That’s been a
really good way of
looking at it.”
Chris Hamilton

Further information
n The NEU Disability Equality Framework, available early next year, will give

workplace reps tools to support disabled workers and organise collective action
in their workplace to achieve disability equality. It will include a checklist to allow
members to identify issues for improvement to be negotiated with school leaders.

n The 12th UK Disability History Month launched on 18 November with an online

event and runs until 18 December. The focus is invisible impairments, and organisers
are asking for examples of good practice to add to their resources: ukdhm.org

n To date, 6,822 NEU members have identified as disabled – approximately

1.5 per cent of the membership. myNeu is the easiest way to make changes to
your equality monitoring information: my.neu.org.uk/login or email
membership@neu.org.uk or call 0345 811 8111.

A conversation with his school rep,
Pablo Phillips, changed that.
“Pablo pointed out that I don’t have a
disability, I’m disabled by the world around
me,” says Chris. “That’s been a really good
way of looking at it.”
With this change of perspective, Chris felt
able to request some reasonable adjustments.
He was given a lift key so that he could avoid
using the stairs, and he changed his chair for
one that would ease his joint pain.
Returning to work following surgery, he
was still in pain, but was walking again.
“People assumed I was better,” he says.
“There were points when I felt like I needed
to limp more, so that people realised I was
still ill.”
His osteoarthritis has no physical signs,
and this makes it difficult to ask for help.
“I lift things when I shouldn’t because it’s
easier to do that than to phone someone to do
it for me. It’s difficult to justify,” he explains.
“You get that feeling people think that you’re
swinging the lead.”
Self-identify and inform your employer
Colleen Johnson, national executive seat
holder for disabled members, says it is vital
that anyone with an invisible impairment
informs their employer. She suggests sending
a dated email or letter – even if adjustments
are not yet needed.
“There may come a day when you need
a little bit more time to get from A to B,
different furniture, a different kind of duty,”
she says. “We have members who didn’t selfidentify and, at some point down the line,
they reached a crisis point.”
Colleen understands, too, that many
people are worried about disclosing their
impairment. As a first step, she suggests
self-identifying to the NEU, which
provides a strong union group for
support and advice. “Together we
can demand our rights such as
adjustments in the workplace
and fair treatment from
employers,” she says.
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The night
before
Christmas,
Gemma
won’t sleep

Tonight and every night, homeless young people will be
on our streets, too afraid to sleep. Their fears feel very
real, as we know from our research that 3 in 10 homeless
young people have been physically assaulted.† And as we
enter the cold, dark depths of winter, it’s only getting more
dangerous. Gemma was just 17 when she was forced to
sleep rough: “I was really scared. I felt very vulnerable
being all on my own.”
Fortunately, Gemma found safety at Centrepoint.
But right now, thousands more young people are
still in danger – alone and terrified on our streets. By
becoming a Room Sponsor for just 40p a day, you could
help give another young person a safe, warm, room and
the support they need to recover. We know that the
right support, at the right time, can change everything.
In fact, 94% of young people moved on from Centrepoint
positively last year. So your gift could help a young
person feel hopeful at last. As Gemma says, “I don’t
know where I’d be without Centrepoint. They helped
me think about my future for the first time in years.”
Please sponsor a room and make your most
important Christmas gift – a better future for
a homeless young person.

£12

a month could sponsor a room
and help a young person learn
life skills like budgeting, so
they can live independently

£100

a month could sponsor a room
and provide weekly counselling
sessions, so that a young person
can recover from trauma and
start turning their life around

CALL: 0800 472 57 33
VISIT: centrepoint.org.uk/40p
Scan the QR code using your
smartphone camera

Please sponsor a room and
make this Christmas the turning
point in a young person’s life.

†
Source: Centrepoint ‘No place to stay’ 2019 Research. *Your donation will go towards funding Centrepoint’s vital work all year round with young people, providing accommodation
and support. We use models and change the names of the young people we work with to protect their identity; however all stories are true and as told by the young person.
© Centrepoint 2020. Centrepoint Soho, operating as Centrepoint, is a charity registered with the Charity Commission of England and Wales under number 292411 whose
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The kids are not alright
Words by Emily Jenkins

And neither are many educators. How can we help our pupils
and ourselves recover from the effects of the pandemic on
our mental health?
EVEN before the Covid-19 pandemic, education and health
experts were warning that young people’s mental health
and wellbeing was reaching crisis point.
Unsurprisingly, the last 18 months have seen a huge rise in the number
of pupils experiencing mental distress. Findings from the NEU’s 2021
state of education survey show that 78 per cent of members surveyed
believe mental health problems among pupils have increased in the past
year, with 34 per cent saying they have “increased greatly”.
James Emmett, regional clinical lead at children’s mental health
charity Place2Be, says there has been a worrying spike in self-harm,
suicide ideation, and children struggling mentally after witnessing or
experiencing domestic abuse. A lack of routine, continual disruption
to their education, loneliness, illness, bereavement, increases in family

poverty and exam chaos are all taking a huge toll on children and
young people.
“We may think that we have protected our children, but the
stress and anxiety, and pressure and worry that the adults have been
struggling with on so many levels, has very powerfully filtered down,”
James argues.
A record 65,533 referrals were made to child and adolescent
mental health services (CAMHS) in March this year – more than
double the number in March 2020 and 68 per cent higher than in
March 2019, NHS data reveals.
“There’s been a huge wave of children in need of mental health
support coming through all systems – through school, social care, GP
surgeries and the NHS,” explains James.
continued on page 26
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continued from page 25
“It’s a massive increase
in demand for already
struggling services with
diminished resources.”
Figures show the number
of children waiting at least a year for mental
health treatment has almost trebled since the
pandemic hit.
While thousands of children wait for
treatment, it is often left to educators and
parents to support them. This can mean
dealing with challenging behaviour resulting
from mental distress.
It’s really important that we understand
behaviour is a form of communication, James
argues. He is also keen to stress that early
intervention is key and will often stop the
need for a CAMHS referral.
Tuning into fight-or-flight vulnerability
The NEU’s advice on a trauma-led approach
to behaviour suggests that the impact of
Covid-19 and lockdown may result in more
children exhibiting behavioural difficulties
in school.
It says: “A trauma-informed approach
should recognise that changes to a child’s
behaviour (for example, becoming more
withdrawn or aggressive) can be an indication
of underlying issues including poor mental
health and distress and should be responded
to appropriately.”
When a young person is aggressive
or emotionally distressed, they may be
experiencing a fight-or-flight response – the
body’s natural reaction to a perceived threat,

Stigma
Stigma is still a serious barrier when it comes
to seeking mental health support.
Almost a third (29 per cent) of parents admit
they would feel embarrassed if their child
wanted counselling and 34 per cent feel other
parents would judge them, a recent survey
by Place2Be found. Despite this, 50 per cent
of parents said the pandemic has made them
more likely to encourage their child to have
counselling if they need it.

Stress risk assessment
Employers have a specific duty under the
Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations 1999 to undertake risk assessments
that seek to identify, and eliminate or reduce, risks
to their employees’ health, safety and welfare.
Stress is one of the risks to health, safety and
welfare that must be assessed.
Visit neu.org.uk/advice/stress-risk-assessment

James explains. The frontal cortex – the
thinking part of the brain – shuts down in
order to prepare the body to fight or flee. When
a young person shows aggressive behaviour, it is
important to consider what they may be trying
to protect themselves from “as that can help us
to tune into their vulnerability, rather seeing
them as the perpetrator”.
James describes situations in his early
days of supporting young people in education

settings where he was so desperate to find
out “what had gone wrong”, he would
immediately start questioning the pupil.
However, when the brain is in fightor-flight mode, its language and executive
functioning part is offline, so many will
struggle to articulate themselves, and they
may get more frustrated. “So, my motto
now is ‘regulate before we interrogate’.” He
recommends allowing time and space for the

A student’s story: ‘How the pandemic affected me’
A-LEVEL student Luke is a YoungMinds activist who has
depression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder.
His mental health began to suffer in year 7 when he
experienced racism and bullying at school.
“My parents didn’t know what was happening. They put it
down to becoming a teenager and kept shouting at me for
being disrespectful, which made it feel a lot worse,” he says.
His parents tried to get him help from his GP, but at 11 years
old he was a year too young for a CAMHS referral. During
the lead-up to his referral, Luke’s mental health deteriorated.
“I remember feeling like I was dying because my heart
just raced and my whole body turned to jelly. It’s like living
under a dark cloud of negativity blocking all sunshine
and positivity out. It’s a truly awful feeling,” he says.
Worse still, he felt like “an abnormality” because neither
he nor his family understood what was going on.
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“My family come from the Caribbean where we have a
culture of ‘man up and get on’, and it was very taboo to
even talk about feelings, especially as a boy,” he explains.
Thanks to counselling, starting medication and moving
to a new school, he is in a much better place emotionally
than before and has made strong friendships.
However, the pandemic has taken its toll. He’s felt a bit
isolated and sad that he can’t see some family members,
and has found it difficult to maintain friendships by the
internet alone. Anxiety around the pandemic and fear of
catching the virus have added to his stress.
“I don’t think I realised how much I relied on social
interactions until I was forced to not have any. I know a
lot of young people were very affected by this. The late
teenage years should be a time to find out what the world
has for us, who we are and where we want to take our lives.”

PHOTO by Place2Be

young person to calm down – perhaps by
taking deep breaths, leaving them alone for 20
minutes, or giving them something creative to
do – before gently having a discussion.
‘Catch-up’ demotivates learners
Pressures on young people to ‘catch up’ rather
than focus on recovery are also a cause
for concern.
Youth mental health charity Stem4 has
found that academic stress is now the number
one cause of mental distress in young people
and, in the NEU’s state of education survey,
66 per cent of educators agreed that political
pressure to prioritise ‘catch-up’ is at the
expense of supporting students with mental
health issues.
“The language of ‘catch-up’ and ‘falling
behind’ is unhelpful, creates stress for staff
and demotivates learners,” says NEU policy
specialist Sally Thomas. “We need to move
away from this and shape an education
recovery that supports children socially and
emotionally, as well as academically.”
James agrees, adding that it is vital
mental health is integrated into learning:
“Mental health isn’t something that’s done
in isolation, or instead of learning. You need
to feel safe and secure enough to engage the
right parts of your brain to learn and develop.”
He and his team focus on four key areas
to help individuals recover from a traumatic

incident (such as the pandemic): self-efficacy,
hope, gratitude and connectedness.
He explains that young people often
feel powerless, anxious and scared because
they do not have the agency that adults have.
Helping young people to focus on things
they can control (self-efficacy) – whether it
is the colour of their pencil case or their route
to the classroom – can give them some sense
of autonomy.
Inspiring a young person to focus
on being grateful for what they have, and
to see hope in a situation – for example,
acknowledging the firefighters or police
running towards danger to help others, or
clapping for the NHS during lockdown – can
help support recovery.
Relationships (connectedness) are
also key. James explains that there is a large
body of research on the importance of social
support and social groups in combating
stress and overcoming adversity. Although
many pupils will have stayed digitally
connected, they may have missed being part
of a bigger class and whole school community
– as may staff.
“In some ways, Covid has made
relationships a threat over the last 18 months,
but encouraging a young person to find ways
to connect with others can help them feel
supported and build resilience,” says James. He
encourages staff to look at Place2Be’s recovery

“Mental health
isn’t something
that’s done in
isolation, or
instead of learning.
You need to feel
safe and secure
enough to engage
the right parts of
your brain to learn
and develop.”
James Emmett

resources for more information and classroom
exercises on how to promote self-efficacy,
gratitude, hope and connectedness.
Creating a sense of belonging in school
is vital. The NEU-commissioned research
Place and Belonging in School found that in
schools which used a belonging approach to
behaviour management, there was a reduction
in exclusions, improved academic outcomes,
greater staff retention and improved wellbeing.
Educators share their own vulnerability
It is important educators show students
that everyone’s mental health is important,
including their own.
“Sometimes it’s okay to say, as a teacher:
‘I’m feeling a bit wobbly today. I was
wondering how everyone else was feeling?’”
says James. He suggests adding regular checkins with students to the start of every day or
lesson – even just five minutes – which can
normalise mental health discussions and allow
educators to get a sense of their own and their
students’ wellbeing. Leaders can run wellbeing
checks among their staff to create a wholeschool approach to mental health.
“Modelling self-care and wellbeing in
your staff is incredibly powerful to children. In
showing them that our own mental health is
important we are showing them how to live in
the world as adults,” says James.
continued on page 29
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Together, we build
trusted education solutions

For more than 100 years, we’ve supported schools and been a champion of great teaching.
As education is changing, so are we. The Tes family has grown to provide a wide range of
software to help your school and students �ourish.
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The impact of the pandemic on educators
WORKLOAD, long hours and unnecessary
accountability measures were already piling
pressure on educators before Covid-19 hit.
But school closures, remote working
and a lack of guidance from Government
during the pandemic have impacted educators’
mental health.
A recent survey of NEU members in
Wales found four in five had experienced poor
mental health and 56 per cent had missed a
day at work due to anxiety, depression or stress
in the last year. The survey also found 85 per
cent of members had supported a colleague in
emotional distress over the past 12 months.
‘I waited too long before I said anything’
Rob Illingworth is a modern languages teacher
and NEU Nottinghamshire district secretary.
He developed a reactive anxiety condition 12
years ago.
“It started at school, as a reaction to
accountability without control. I could do
accountability if I could make the decisions,
but I couldn’t have other people making the
decisions and then still be held accountable for
the results,” he explains.
Like many educators in his position,
at first Rob didn’t want to tell anyone he
was suffering. “I waited far too long before
I said anything, to a point when I was in
tears frequently.”
He eventually saw a doctor and ended up
being signed off for five months. “It was the
hardest time of my life,” he says.
Mental health issues affect everyone
differently. Rob experienced panic attacks and
would struggle to breathe.

“I would feel lethargic and more detached
from reality. Things would play on my mind
so I’d struggle to sleep and, obviously, when
you’re not sleeping it impacts your ability to
manage your emotions and things can spiral,”
he explains.
A written stress risk assessment
As a trade union representative he would also
get anxious if he was ignored in the corridors
by the senior leadership team (SLT): “It fills
you with paranoia because you constantly
assume it’s because of a conversation you’ve
had with them while supporting a member of
staff,” he says.
When he returned to school, Rob
underwent a stress risk assessment into which
he had written that he must be given as much
notice as possible for any upcoming changes,
and that the SLT say hello to him in the
corridor. “It’s a very minor thing but it makes a
huge difference,” he says.
Rob’s condition is now reasonably well
managed, he says, but the last 18 months have
been challenging.
“I’ve been trying to manage on a day-today basis. When we’ve been in the building,
health and safety in the classroom has made
me constantly anxious. When we’ve been
working from home, the late notice from
Government about how we are going to
do things, and the workload and planning
implications, have made things difficult.”
This has naturally impacted his health,
resulting in a “wobble” at the end of the
academic year, when he was signed off for
two weeks.

Advice and guidance
FOR CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE
n Supporting young people’s mental
health: youngminds.org.uk
n Children’s mental health charity:
place2be.org.uk
FOR EDUCATORS & LEADERS
n NEU education recovery hub:
neu.org.uk/rehub
n NEU mental health charter:
neu.org.uk/advice/neu-		
mental-health-charter
n NEU advice on protecting
staff mental health: neu.org.uk/

advice/protecting-staff-mental-health
n NEU advice for leaders: neu.org.
uk/advice/preventing-work-relatedmental-health-conditions
n NEU advice on creating a sense of
belonging: neu.org.uk/place-belonging
n NEU advice on behaviour:
neu.org.uk/behaviour
n UK educators’ mental health charity:
educationsupport.org.uk
n Mental health charity: mind.org.uk
n Mental health training
for educators:
place2be.org.uk

“Not sleeping
impacts your
ability to manage
your emotions and
things can spiral.”
Rob Illingworth
As a district secretary and health and
safety rep, Rob often supports colleagues
with similar workplace concerns, and his own
experience of mental illness helps him in
this role. His workload as a caseworker has
also increased this year, especially supporting
clinically vulnerable (CV) and clinically
extremely vulnerable (CEV) colleagues.
“The Government guidance has been
hugely woolly. It’s been trying to push CEV
and CV people back into the building when
clearly it’s not safe to do so in many respects,
and the knock-on impact has been huge.”
50 per cent of casework
When he started as a rep ten years ago, one in
six of Rob’s cases involved someone who was
struggling with their mental health. Now it’s
50 per cent of his casework.
Rob’s advice to those who might be
suffering with their mental health is: “Try
to see somebody about it early on. The
longer you leave it, and the
further down that spiral
you go, the more likelihood
of absence – and longer
absences – increases. ”
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Interview

Primary school teacher Sarah Fishwick and pupils at a youth strike in Leeds in September. Sarah has devised a climate curriculum with the Leeds Development
Education Centre using the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals for Climate Action – see page 32

Educators across the country are inspiring and empowering
students to lead greener, healthier and sustainable lives, and to
speak out for change. As politicians gather in Glasgow for the
COP26 conference, they could learn some lessons from them.

Cultivating eco-literacy
30
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WHILE a school in Carmarthenshire strives to be the first in Wales to become carbon neutral, another in Kent is reusing
school uniforms and football boots as well as hiring out birthday party kits to save on throwaway plastic.
A school in Northern Ireland has been flying the Eco-Schools flag since
2005 and visually impaired students at a school in Liverpool are using
creativity and innovation to tackle climate change and unlock their futures.
In County Antrim, Sandra Patterson is excited by the prospect of
students feeling empowered to change things for their futures.
As head of geography at Ulidia Integrated College in Carrickfergus,
she leads on the school’s green agenda and has twice been shortlisted in
the Tes environment champion awards for her work.
Ulidia is an ambassador for Northern Ireland’s Eco-Schools
programme and has six of the scheme’s Green Flags. In 2013 it was the
first school in the region to achieve zero waste status, and more recently
students have worked with canteen staff to make it plastic-free and have
encouraged the use of fair trade products in the kitchen, as well as in the
wider community.
It’s about making sure they are aware of what happens to their
waste,” Sandra explains. “We are trying to make small actions part of the
rest of their lives. It’s not about today, it’s about establishing these habits
to last a lifetime.”
Environmental actions are woven through the curriculum and as a
whole-school ethos – for example, recycling bins are labelled in different
languages, students learn about climate change in science, and about
sustainable building materials in technology. The students’ eco-team
meets weekly to plan activities and sixth form eco-prefects lead on green
issues in the school and in the local primary school.
“Students feel empowered and understand what they can do and
that they can make a difference, and make their voices heard,” says
Sandra. “I’m excited at the potential of our young people. I’m activated
by the ideas they have and their enthusiasm, and I hope that they will go
on and have an impact on the world.”
From chickens and ducks to solar panels and hydroponics
At Ysgol Bro Dinefwr in Llandeilo, assistant head teacher Ian Chriswick
recites a long list of the environmental projects students are involved in
or are planning – raising chickens and ducks, growing and selling their
own produce, developing an outdoor learning area, never mind the aim
to become carbon neutral.
Twenty per cent of the school roof is already covered in solar panels
and the aim is for complete coverage. Electric vehicle charging points are
being installed and a water capture system is being developed as part of
a hydroponics project with Swansea University to find out which plants
will grow best.
And students are working with local businesses and organisations
with the aim of becoming part of a circular economy, minimising the
creation of waste, pollution and carbon emissions and reducing their
impact on the local and wider environment.
Ian explains: “There are three branches involved – renewable energy,
outdoor learning and food procurement. It is cross-curricular, linking up
their studies with real life. We want the school to become the hub of the
community, which then feeds into the idea of a circular economy.”
Pass-it-on to reduce landfill and energy use
Perry Hall Primary School in Orpington, Kent, won the Better Energy
School Awards 2021 for its Pass-it-on project. The re-usage scheme for
school uniform has been going for several years and it has now been
extended to include coats, shoes, and most recently football boots and
fancy dress outfits.

As well as raising money for the PTA, the scheme reduces landfill
and the energy used in manufacturing new clothes. The pupil-run
eco-committee’s latest brainwave is reusable party packs, which can be
rented for a small fee and include plates, cups, cutlery and even bunting,
saving on the cost and waste of one-use plastic and paper.
Reception teacher Maria Rivers leads on the school’s environmental
work with “eco-queen” parent Caroline Mace. But they say it is really the
children who are leading the way: “They feel more empowered, they can
see that they make a difference in the things that they do,” says Caroline.
‘These young people are our seeds of hope’
Politicians at COP26 in Glasgow may be lucky enough to meet young
people from St Vincent’s School in Liverpool.
A group of students is going to the summit to hand out packs
of seeds they have harvested in their school garden with messages on
inclusion, sustainability and climate action.
St Vincent’s is a special school for sensory impaired students and
head teacher Dr John Patterson is driven in his desire to ensure the
students have a place at the forefront of a changing world.
“These young people are our seeds of hope. They are coming up
with so many creative ideas. Their creativity and their different way of
‘seeing’ things means they are full of ideas for climate action and how to
spread awareness,” says John.
Many of the seeds in the packs were from plants featured in the
school’s Reclaim the Green, Reclaim the Nature garden for the Royal
Horticultural Society’s show in Tatton Park, Cheshire, in the summer
(bit.ly/3laUo6U).
Grown by visually impaired students, the garden represents the
innovation and imagination that John believes will open up the future
for the children in terms of employment and opportunities.
continued on page 32

Year 12 students at Ulidia Integrated College with teacher Sandra Patterson take a
reading from the school’s digital solar-powered weather station mounted on the
roof behind the turbine
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continued from page 31
“Horticulture can become a key area in
which our children can lead and showcase
their strengths,” says John, although there are
many other innovative projects the students are
involved in which are putting them and their
school on the global map.
At the beginning of October, they were
putting James Bond in the shade with the
launch of their own film, The Magic Bench
(bit.ly/3DejVSG), an animation in which
animals in a dark and flowerless park seek help
from a visually impaired child, an allegory for
the children of St Vincent’s, says John.
And he quotes Abyan (pictured right),
one of the young growers, who is going to
Glasgow: “I’m doing my bit for nature that I
may never see; what are you doing?”
‘Leave education climate-literate’
A founder member of the newly formed
Mersey Region Schools Sustainability
Network (SSN), John is featured in an Inset
training video (bit.ly/3ot5RRd) made with
the UKSSN in which NEU joint general
secretary Kevin Courtney also speaks about the
challenges presented by climate change and the
need for quality climate education.
The NEU, working with other unions
and organisations, launched a set of teaching
resources (bit.ly/3itShcy) to support Climate
Learning Month, which started in October.
Kevin, who was due to attend COP26,
says: “It is vital that every student leaves
education climate-literate, equipped with the

“I’m doing my bit
for nature that I
may never see; what
are you doing?”
Abyan (above right)
skills and knowledge needed to tackle climate
change, adapt to uncertainties, and take part
in building a more sustainable future. For
this to happen, teachers and support staff

require training and support to provide quality
climate-change education.”
Primary school teacher Sarah Fishwick
has been involved in devising a climate
curriculum with the Leeds Development
Education Centre (DEC). It uses the United
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals
for Climate Action (bit.ly/3B9oiy1) to build
pupils’ knowledge from the start of primary
school to when they leave secondary education.
Sarah splits her working week between
Leeds DEC and St Matthew’s CofE Primary
School in Chapel Allerton where she said
she first started thinking about what her own
school needed to do to approach the climate
change challenge. She was also prompted
partly in response to the Teach the Future
movement and the youth strikes, one of which
she attended with some of her pupils in Leeds
on 24 September (pictured on page 30).
She believes it is important for children
and young people to see that adults are
contributing towards changes in attitudes and
behaviour. “It’s not just about information, it’s
about looking after feelings. Just presenting
information, we can’t do it like that, we have to
do it in a way that offers hope and that offers
young people a way of being active but not
putting all the responsibility on them,” she says.
“It’s also about making sure young people
see that the school leadership is taking it
seriously, that adults are doing it. Teachers just
telling students to turn off the tap when they
clean their teeth isn’t enough.”

Information and resources
n NEU resources: neu.org.uk/climate-change
n The NEU is planning a series of climate change

webinars from 8-11 November: neu.org.uk/national-cpd

n The Practice section of the NEU Hub has a climate

blog and resources for educators: neu.org.uk/rehub

n NEU climate change network: email

neuclimatechangenetwork@gmail.com

n Transform Our World and the UK schools

St Vincent’s, a special school for sensory-impaired students in Liverpool, created this
garden for the Royal Horticultural Society’s show in Tatton Park, Cheshire
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Sustainability Network: transform-our-world.org/
about-ukssn
n Teach the Future: teachthefuture.uk
n Let’s Go Zero: letsgozero.org
n Eco-Schools: eco-schools.org.uk
n COP26 Coalition: cop26coalition.org
n Free access to the curriculum devised by Leeds DEC
with input from scientists at Leeds University, as well as
climate action lessons and frameworks, and online CPD
for primary and secondary teachers: bit.ly/3owfi2r

Opinion

Cartoon by
Polly Donnison

Did an obsession with academies cost lives?
Warwick Mansell

is a freelance
education journalist
and founder/writer of
educationuncovered.
co.uk

“THE whole point of the academies
programme is to get schools off councils. The
idea that we would use local government to
manage anything that we did not have to was
complete anathema.”
So said an unnamed Department for
Education (DfE) insider, who was quoted in
a damning recent report on the Government’s
management of Covid in education. If this
really underpins the thinking in Whitehall on
how schools in England should be organised
– and it will not come as a surprise to many
close observers of policy – then it has had
devastating repercussions for the way the
pandemic has been managed.
The quote featured in the report, Schools
and Coronavirus, by independent thinktank
the Institute for Government. The report
won headlines for its standout finding that

the Government had failed to develop a plan
B for managing the pandemic in schools in
summer 2020, when it became clear that an
approach other than returning to normality
might be needed.
But its observations on one of the debates
around academisation were equally interesting:
is it better to have schools supervised mainly
by 152 local authorities with the DfE in
the background; or by more than 2,500
academy trusts, with the central DfE trying
to co-ordinate provision at a national level?
Readers of this report, which was based
on interviews with Government insiders
and education experts, would be left in no
doubt that this administration dislikes local
government, and that this lack of trust meant it
failed to take advantage of municipal expertise
in tackling the pandemic.
This meant that the DfE sought,
disastrously, to manage matters remotely.
Over-centralised communications –
schools received 148 guidance documents in
two months – were “dreadful”, found the report.
The DfE rejected any notion of funding free
school meals during lockdown via the “hated”
local authorities, choosing instead a private
sector company, which then underperformed.

The Government also failed to grasp the
role of local directors of public health, while
councils found the DfE harder to deal with
than other Whitehall departments. All of this
culminated last Christmas, with ministers
threatening legal action against councils
which proposed closing schools early as the
virus surged, only to backtrack and close them
themselves in early January.
The report questions whether the problem
was simply ministers’ dislike of local authorities
per se, or if the academisation of nearly 10,000
schools, which is a product of that dislike, was
in itself a weakness.
One academy leader contrasted the
simplicity of local authorities having once been
responsible for all schools with the current
structure comprising thousands of academy
trusts alongside local authorities, with the DfE
running policy nationally, suggesting that this
led to dysfunctional communication.
With local public health experts arguably
better placed to mitigate the virus than the DfE,
and complexity of organisation probably not
an asset in a crisis, it does not seem a stretch to
suggest that a more constructive, less ideologically
negative view of local authorities might have
slowed Covid’s spread, and thus saved lives.
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Ask the union
How do I ask to go part-time?

There is a statutory right to request flexible
working (which under Government proposals
may soon apply from day one of employment)
and the NEU encourages employers to adopt
even wider policies in this area.
Ask your NEU workplace rep or school/
college office for copies of relevant policies
and procedures. Consider your own needs,
including the sort of flexibility you need.
Think about how your request could be
accommodated and how it might impact on
your team or department. Bear in mind how
flexible you can be and prepare to negotiate
an arrangement that suits your needs and the
needs of your employer and students.
You can strengthen your request by
considering in detail how the arrangement
you are seeking will help you, your class or
department and your students flourish.
You may want to refer to:
n increased motivation of staff
n managed work/life balance and improved
wellbeing
n retention of skilled and experienced staff
for the benefit of students and the workplace
n less sickness absence.
Make an informal request first. You can
only make one statutory request a year. Your
employer then has a duty to consider and
decide on your request within three months,
unless you and your employer agree to extend
this time limit.
n Visit neu.org.uk/advice/flexible-working

Drop TLRs to go part-time?

I’VE returned from maternity leave and
have requested part-time working. I’ve
been told this is only possible if I relinquish

IMAGE by Dilok Klaisataporn

I’D like to request part-time working – where
do I begin? And how do I make sure I have a
good argument for making the change?

my teaching and learning responsibilities
(TLRs) and take a new role, as my current
one isn’t suitable for part-time working.
This is incorrect. Part-time teachers may
carry out part or all of the responsibility
attached to a TLR post. You could share that
responsibility with a colleague, effectively
job-sharing that TLR post and receiving the
appropriate proportion of the TLR payment.
Or you could continue to carry out the whole
of the responsibility, occupying the whole
TLR post but working part-time in it.
See below for advice on how to ensure in
the latter case that you receive the full value of
the TLR payment rather than just part of it.

Paid 80% of the TLR salary
for 100% of the duties

I AM head of maths at a school and work
four days a week. I’m expected to undertake
all the duties associated with the role, as well
as attending all management meetings, but
am only paid 0.8 of the TLR.
Where you carry out the whole responsibility
attached to a TLR post, you should receive
the full payment. This can be achieved by
allocating some additional non-contact time
to increase your contractual working time to
the level that gives you the additional amount.

Where you fulfil only part of the
responsibility, you should receive a proportion
of the payment, so your contractual working
time can again be adjusted to give you the
correct amount.
If your employer refuses to pay you
the full value of your TLR when you are
undertaking the full responsibility, contact your
NEU school rep and local office for support.

Unfair division of job share

I RECENTLY started a 50-50 job share, but
the proportion of work I’m doing is greater
than my colleague. How can we ensure that
tasks are split equally?
You will need to discuss with your job share
partner how to more fairly divide the work. It
is important to conceptualise all parts of the
job and divide them in the most effective way.
The two most common methods are:
n split the work by each taking responsibility
for certain tasks
n share the same workload and simply divide
up the days (usually with a bit of overlap).
It may be useful to set out in writing
your job share agreement. Trial it and then
tweak as necessary.

Please email your questions to
educate@neu.org.uk

Free CPD webinars for all NEU members
NEU members have exclusive access to
our continuing professional development
(CPD) webinars. Here are some of the
courses coming up.
Promoting positive mental health
in boys and young men
This webinar will be delivered by the
Charlie Waller Trust whose aim is to
educate young people, and those with
responsibility for them, about their
34

mental health and wellbeing.
24 November from 3.45-5pm
NEU supply: classroom body language
This session is aimed specifically at
supply teachers. It will explore the impact
our body language can have in the
classroom and will look at developing a
classroom presence to support teaching,
learning and behaviour, the use of
positive visual communication modes
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and supporting classroom exploratory
talk and oracy.
7 December from 3.45-5pm
n Webinars are recorded and made
available for seven days afterwards for
those who have registered, to view at a
convenient time.
n To book or for more information,
email cpd@neu.org.uk or visit
neu.org.uk/national-cpd

A class act

Opening up the world to her pupils
Nadia Idle discovers what makes
profoundly deaf teacher Alysha Allen
(pictured) a class act.
AS a profoundly deaf trainee teacher, Alysha
Allen believed she was destined to work with
deaf children in a special school.
So when she was told her second
placement would be in a mainstream primary
school, she was terrified. “I was close to not
completing my training,” says Alysha. “I was
really worried about it. I felt disadvantaged, like
I wouldn’t understand the kids.”
Four years on, Alysha, who speaks,
lipreads and signs, is still at Brimsdown
Primary School in Enfield, north London. And
she has flourished. In 2020, she was named Tes
New Teacher of the Year, an award sponsored
by the NEU, with the lead judge describing
her as an “exceptional talent” and “fantastic role
model for children and teachers everywhere”.
Her colleagues nominated Alysha, citing
her positivity and resilience, and the award sits
alongside a special prize from the Maths Hub, a
national programme which seeks improvement
in maths education across England.
Labelled ‘naughty’ and ‘chatty’
She credits her colleagues and head teacher
Dani Lang with helping her flourish in the
profession she is passionate about. Yet Alysha’s
own start at school was difficult.
“I was bullied. I was called naughty and
chatty because I didn’t understand what was
happening around me. I refused to go to school
for six months,” she recalls.
“When my mum found me a deaf school,
it was amazing. Being in smaller classrooms,
with encouraging teachers, changed everything.
I thought, I want to pass this on to others.”
At Brimsdown, which is an accredited
hearing impairment resource base, pupils are
taught British Sign Language (BSL) for half
an hour a week by the school’s dedicated deaf
language instructor. But Alysha has taken it
one step further. She teaches her year 2 class
of 28, mostly hearing pupils, through a mix of
BSL and lipreading.
BSL can benefit children’s comprehension
of English, she believes. “I found a lot of
children in year 1 were coming in with
limited vocabulary, as they have English as
an additional language. BSL helped them
connect to others. I started to sign whenever
I was teaching and the children just picked

that up. It just became part of my lessons.”
Welcoming her new class in September,
Alysha taught them the BSL alphabet and
signs for things such as drink, water, toilet and
help. “Slowly but surely we started building
up their vocabulary. My class last year was
amazing at signing. I think it’s something
important to carry along with them as they get
older,” she says.
Sign language benefits all learners
There have been times, though, when she has
had to defend her teaching skills. “When I first
started, there were a couple of parents who
were apprehensive about their children having
a deaf teacher. They asked if I was experienced
enough to teach, and I had to explain that, yes,
just like hearing teachers, I am fully qualified.
“A few parents weren’t happy about me
signing, but when I explained that it’ll help
the children with their English, and help them
communicate, they understood. And
to be honest, the results speak for
themselves,” she smiles.
All her pupils have
progressed to above average
performance in maths. They are
an inspiration who often boost
her confidence.

Last term, a year 3 pupil made a
laminated sheet using pictures from her endof-year book for Alysha, with the message:
To Miss Allen, thank you for communicating
to me how much you believe in me.
“When I read that, I cried,” says Alysha.
“I gave her a big hug and told her that I
love teaching her. She said: ‘I love you, miss’,
and I told her she needed to remember this
moment. Some families don’t believe their
children can achieve, or that education is
important. I want to open up their world. I
want them to know they can do anything they
want to do.”
Alysha’s awards have led to other
opportunities. In September, she presented This
is Deaf: Beautiful BSL on Together TV, and
there is more television work in the pipeline.
“You might see me again early
next year,” she says.

“Some
families don’t
believe their
children can
achieve.
I want to
open up
their
world.”
Do you know
a class act?

Email educate@neu.org.uk
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Your key resource to provide
outstanding university guidance.
New FREE resources for the 2021-22 academic year:
• Receive your Teachers’ Guide to University brochure. With editorial from
university practitioners and celebrity names: www.unitasterdays.com/teachers
• Search 1000's of university events for your school groups.
Listed by universities UK-wide: www.unitasterdays.com/search
• Watch impartial university guidance videos on demand.
Including subject introductions: www.unitasterdays.com/ondemand

Visit us today. We’re waiting to help you build your university links!
info@unitasterdays.com

www.unitasterdays.com

★★★★★

‘A mesmerising adaptation
of Neil Gaiman’s hit novel.’
Sunday Times

From the producers of WAR HORSE and THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF
THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME, comes a spellbinding and magical new
production based on Neil Gaiman’s internationally acclaimed novel.

BOOK YOUR SCHOOL GROUPS TODAY
10+ ONLY £22.50 PER TICKET*
Duke of York’s Theatre | Oceanwestend.com

*Valid Tuesday – Thursday matinees & Thursday evenings until 31 March. Plus one teacher goes free for every 10 tickets booked.
Exclusions apply. Suitable for ages 12+. See website for subject suitability and show warnings.
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International

‘Our struggle for a fairer society goes on’
William Velandia
is president of
the Colombian
Federation
of Educators
(Fecode).
COLOMBIAN
teachers face many
challenges in their efforts to provide decent
education for children and young people.
Public education is in a precarious situation
due to Government policies, as well as violence
against trade unionists, which has impacted our
country for too long.
In 2019, Fecode presented findings to
Colombia’s transitional justice court: more
than 1,000 Colombian teachers were murdered
between 1986 and 2010, simply for defending
their rights and those of their students.
Teachers threatened and killed
Today, Colombian teachers are still being
threatened and killed. Violence against trade
unionists and social activists is just one reason
– alongside inequality and our Government’s
disregard for the peace process – why thousands
of Colombians joined protests in April this year.
The latest round of protests – widely
known as the National Strike and a
continuation of demonstrations which
took place in 2019 – were sparked by the
Colombian Government’s proposed unjust tax
reform that would have seen many slip further
into poverty. The demonstrations inspired
millions of Colombians to confront President
Iván Duque’s Government over its dreadful
record on human rights and peace.

Fecode teachers’ march, Bogota 				

Protestors’ demands were reasonable:
economic support for families impacted by
the pandemic, stronger worker protections,
universal access to health and education, as well
as respect for human, social and democratic
rights. Security forces responded to the events
with extreme repression and violence, killing at
least 44 people and abusing many others.
Appalling labour conditions
Relatively few Colombians are union
members, due to the risks involved. Low union
membership is a key reason for the appalling
labour conditions workers face, which have
deteriorated even further under Duque’s rightwing Government. The education sector is an

PHOTO by Contagio Radio

exception, with many teachers being active
trade unionists.
Fecode’s opposition to chronic
underfunding of public education, and our
campaign for decent labour conditions, have
resulted in baseless smears against our union and
its members from right-wing politicians. But
as the National Strike shows, we will not back
down from our struggle to create a fairer society.
The solidarity we receive from around the
world strengthens our resolve, especially from
our friends at the NEU and other teacher trade
unions. We’re facing an ongoing human rights
and social crisis in Colombia, but with your
support and that of Justice for Colombia, we
will keep striving towards a brighter future.

Support Justice for Colombia’s campaign for peace
Words by Justice for Colombia (JFC)
The NEU has been a tireless and committed
supporter of JFC’s campaigning around
trade unionism, human rights and peace
in Colombia.
The 2016 peace agreement, strongly
backed by Colombian trade unions and other
organisations, brought optimism to millions
of people and has made important progress.
The investigations into state atrocities
committed during the conflict, and the

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
guerrilla movement’s reformation as a
political party, are two examples.

But the peace process is under threat
from the horrific human rights crisis and
intense political opposition among extreme
sectors of the political and economic elite.
International support helped achieve
Colombia’s historic agreement and is still
needed to advance its implementation.
By affiliating with JFC as an individual
or as an NEU district, you can join the
campaign to ensure peace becomes a reality
for the Colombian people.

Visit bit.ly/3kzrT2D
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Reviews
Jon Biddle, English lead and NEU rep at Moorlands Primary in
Norfolk, is passionate about fostering a love of reading for pleasure.
Here he shares ideas and tips for schools to try.

Discovering how reading shapes us all

A short reading survey can give teachers a
genuine picture of their pupils as readers –
from their knowledge of authors, to how much
access they have to books at home

ONE of the common themes running
through all my Reading for Pleasure articles
has been the importance of getting to know
children as individual readers.
Having regular book chats with your
class provides a steady trickle of knowledge
about their preferences and interests, but
giving them a short survey is an extremely
useful starting point.

Last week, all the key stage 2 pupils at
my school were given one to complete. We
provided limited guidance as to what we were
looking for in their answers, how much detail
we would like, or what our own thoughts and
preferences were. We wanted to have the most
genuine picture of them as readers as we could.
They were given all the time they needed to
fill them in and, after each teacher had looked
through them, I spent some time exploring
them further to identify common themes.
Firstly, it was really heartening to read
that most of our pupils viewed Moorlands as
a reading school and considered their teachers
and support staff to be readers. Most of them
also agreed that reading was cool.
Knowledge of authors had increased
significantly since the last time we had asked
38

them. This is partly as a result of our regular
reading assemblies but also because we’ve
continued to make a big effort to expose them
to a broad range of diverse writers.
However, knowledge of poets was
still limited to Michael Rosen and one or
two others. We’re trying to address this by
introducing Poem of the Day across the school
(led by the children) and by giving poetry a
higher profile in our school and classroom
libraries. There are also plans to run at least
one poetry-themed assembly per term.
Visits from authors, poets, illustrators
and storytellers, in person and online, were
incredibly popular across all the classes.
Finding the funds to make these happen
can be a challenge but it’s important that we
continue to give them priority because they
make reading come alive for children in a way
that very little else can.

One of the most disheartening things
we learned was that access to books is still
very limited in some households. Although
we purchased and sent books home during
lockdown and regularly encourage families
to use our school library and visit the local
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library, this continues
to be an ongoing issue. Studies
suggest that almost one million UK children
don’t have access to books at home and it is a
barrier that needs addressing at all levels.
Our reading surveys have provided a
really good opportunity for us to reflect upon
whether the Reading for Pleasure that we feel
we’re providing is the same as the Reading for
Pleasure provision that the children feel we’re
providing, and I’d strongly recommend finding
the time to do them across your school. We’ve
talked about the results as a staff, and it’s given
us a clear idea of the path we need to take over
the next year or two. There are good examples
of reading surveys on the Open University
Reading for Pleasure website (ourfp.org), the
National Literacy Trust website (literacytrust.
org.uk) and my own personal blog.
Finally, I’d like to recommend one
of the most useful books I’ve read all year,
Understanding and Teaching Primary English
by James Clements and
Mathew Tobin.
It’s extensively
researched, accessibly
written and full of
practical advice on how
to develop the teaching of
oracy, reading and writing.
I can’t praise it highly
enough.
@jonnybid

Know any good educational websites and apps?

Let us know if you’d like to review them –
email us at educate@neu.org.uk

Vix the Lockdown Fox

Leo’s Map of Monsters:
The Armoured Goretusk

A BEAUTIFULLY illustrated children’s story about a
friendship that forms between Marion, a lonely woman
in lockdown, and Vix, an injured fox. Marion nurses the
fox back to health and an unlikely friendship blossoms.
This heartwarming book is based on the author’s
own experience during lockdown when, grieving for the
death of her husband, a poorly fox visited her garden.
There are fun fox facts at the back, and a variety of
wildlife to search for in the book. It encourages children
to appreciate their local wildlife and to look after living
things, as well as recognise how wildlife can help our
own mental health. A delightful book.
Aliss Langridge

Vix the Lockdown Fox by Marion Veal, illustrated by Kathryn
Coyle. Stour Valley Publishing. £7.99. marionveal.com

Elli Rhodes

Obstetrics for Schools

Leo’s Map of Monsters: The Armoured Goretusk
by Kris Humphrey, illustrated by Pete Williamson.
Oxford University Press. £5.94.

A POWERFUL guide for school leaders and teachers
in mainstream and special education. Rachel Macfarlane
draws on her experience as a head teacher to focus on
how the attainment gap for disadvantaged pupils can be
bridged and positive outcomes achieved.
Obstetrics for Schools: A guide to eliminating
failure and ensuring the safe delivery of all learners
does not shy away from educational failure. Instead,
it provides an up-to-date and informed picture of the
state of our education system. Macfarlane offers advice
combining a range of practical strategies and ideas
for overcoming potential barriers to success. She also
presents case studies and examples of effective practice
from schools across the country.

Making every RE lesson count:
Six principles to support
religious education teaching

Cindy Shanks

WRITTEN with the
combined expertise
of two religious
education teachers,
Making every RE
lesson count is
aimed at new
and experienced
teachers. It focuses
on improving
students’ conceptual and contextual
understanding of the topics explored
across the RE curriculum.   
Its theory is underpinned by six
pedagogical principles – challenge,
explanation, modelling, practice,
feedback and questioning – and shares
simple, realistic strategies which RE
teachers can use to develop teaching
and learning in their classrooms.
Written in the practical, engaging
style of the award-winning Making every
lesson count series, this latest addition is
a must-read for RE teachers of students
aged 11 to 18.

Happy School 365 Action

Aliss Langridge

Jackson’s Guide to Motivating

Making every RE lesson count: six principles

Learners, by Action Jackson.

to support religious education teaching by

Bloomsbury Education.

Louise Hutton and Dawn Cox. Crown House

£14.99.

Publishing. £12.99.

Aliss Langridge

Obstetrics for Schools: A guide to eliminating failure and ensuring the safe delivery of all learners
by Rachel Macfarlane. Crown House Publishing. £18.99.

Happy School 365
HOW do you create a happy
school? Motivational speaker
and writer Action Jackson
shares his expertise for
achieving happiness in this
engaging book.
Providing a 21-step
method for motivating
learners and helping them
achieve, he provides useful
tips for implementing this
in school.
Packed with lots of ideas,

LEO knows that on
his ninth birthday
he will be assigned
a task for the next
two years; it’s a rite
of passage in his
village. He’s pretty
sure what it will be.
However,
when he opens
the envelope, the words Top Secret
signal a very unexpected adventure.
Will he be up to the challenge, or will
the Armoured Goretusk defeat him?
Extremely readable with fantastic
artwork and added monster fact files.
I read it to my son, who was enthralled.

this book is inspiring, not
only for pupils but also for
staff. The motivational tips
and quotes, and the examples
of young people making
a difference, are thoughtprovoking.
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Letters
Worth a shameful £22

we think, what we do, how we
respond to each other, how we
treat each other, thus promoting a
healthy acceptance of who we are?
Standing at the front of
a classroom teaching a class
of 30 pupils is a privilege, and
when I say “eyes on me” to
my class, I want them to hear
what I’m teaching, not ogle my
latest adornment. I want them
to be happy in their skins with
aspirations to improve their
knowledge, not their looks.
Let’s ‘wow’ our pupils with
our exciting teaching methods,
lively personalities and love of
learning, I say, and keep our
personal adornments under cover
until the weekend.
Name & address withheld

The editor writes: It seems
even the Prime Minister agrees
with you, Jill. Let’s hope Nadhim
Zahawi does a better job as
Education Secretary.

A love of learning in NZ

AS a retired teacher, a mother,
grandmother and great
grandmother, I was horrified
by your article “£22 to patch up
after a pandemic” (Educate, July/
August, page 11).
The differences in amounts
spent by other countries puts
us to shame. I have emailed my
MP, a member of the opposition,
Rebecca Long-Bailey, asking her
to raise a question about this in
Parliament, either to the Prime
Minister or to the Education
Secretary, whoever that may be, as
I can’t believe Gavin Williamson
will be left in a job he has failed
at so dismally.
Jill Dyer, Swinton,
Greater Manchester

Tattoos: emphasis on
knowledge, not looks

DIVERSITY is growing and
acceptance too; it is the way
forward. Accepting that we are all
unique and learning not to judge
someone by how they look but
by how they behave, think and
respond is crucial to an open and
compassionate society. We will
always have our own differing
experiences and opinions.
However, teachers are role
models and have a powerful
influence on their pupils, often
more so than the adults in their
family. Teaching pupils to be
themselves should carry more
weight than anything cosmetic,
instilling a healthier, more
rounded attitude to their persona.
We are surrounded by fake
ways to improve our looks, all
promising to boost self-esteem.
Piercings and tattoos are just
another way of trying to be
something else on the outside
(Educate, September/October,
page 41). Isn’t our focus meant
to be who we are inside, how
40

THE letter about the New
Zealand education system
(Educate, September/October,
page 40) was very interesting. I
too visited a school there in 2019
and my impressions were similar.
The phrase that stuck out
for me when discussing pedagogy
was that primary schools at
least, aim to inspire children to
be active learners. This is quite a
child-centred perspective, allowing
students to develop their interests,
be involved in research and take
responsibility for their learning.
It was interesting to see a
primary school learning space
(classroom is quite a loose
term) and see the school’s value
statements displayed on the wall.
Each statement relates to the
child as a learner, with words such
as collaborator, innovator and
connector used to describe how
the children can navigate their way
through the learning process.
Intrinsically, they will
develop a love of learning and see
the benefits of learning for their
own lives. They are also exempt
from the fear and anxiety caused
by external motivators such as
tests, progress-tracking and the
need for achievement. This is not
to say that they are not assessed.
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Teacher’s pet Ranger

Meet Ranger the Rhodesian ridgeback,
who lives in South Tyneside with Jane
Armstrong, leader of health/social care
and teacher of PE at Jarrow School.
“Ranger helps me to prepare for the
school day with a brisk early morning
walk,” says Jane. “Then on an afternoon
we hit the trails to help blow away the
stresses and strains of the teaching day.
“He is also an excellent companion when
marking later in the evening.”
If you have a treasured pet you’d like to show off, email a
high-resolution photo with 50 words about what makes them
so special to educate@neu.org.uk

They are, and their learning is
monitored. But the motivation for
learning comes from within and
this ensures that teaching places
different priorities on the school
experience. Quite refreshing.
Dr Ruth Wills,
early childhood lecturer,
Liverpool Hope University

Late delivery of your
Sept/Oct Educate

PLEASE accept our apologies
for the late arrival of the last issue
of your magazine.
This was due to a number
of supply problems resulting
from Brexit and the Covid-19
pandemic.

Please write The editor welcomes your letters but reserves the right to edit them.

Email your letters to: educate@neu.org.uk Please note we cannot print letters
sent in without a name and postal address (or NEU membership number),
although we can withhold details from publication if you wish.

Star letter
Banned from teaching about Black Lives Matter
AS a white, middle-aged man,
I have never been the victim
of racism or discrimination.
However, after the Black Lives
Matter (BLM) demonstrations
last year, I felt it was my duty, as a
history teacher, to develop some
lessons on the topic.
So I created History in
Our Time – Black Lives Matter
Movement, a series of online
lessons for years 7 and 8. They
were popular, especially with
students from ethnic minorities.
But by the end of the year, I
had been banned from teaching
the lessons, ordered to remove
them from the school server and
told to delete all student work
submitted.
The lessons were not radical
or extremist. They were a way
of practising the usual historical
skills in a more relevant and
engaging way. We did exercises
such as research, source analysis
(where the students were asked
to assess potential bias and likely
factual accuracy of differing
reports of BLM protests), and
judgement (where students were
asked to decide whether certain
statues should be removed or not).
The effect on the students
was pronounced. I received many
positive comments and many
students who were previously
uninterested in history became

“Banning a topic is
not normal and requiring
that all student work
be destroyed is a truly
exceptional order.”
engaged. I was showing the
students that history is not just
about dead people, but a subject
relevant to the modern world.
Instead of reading sources from
long-dead monks writing in old
English about peasant revolts,
we were analysing tweets and
examining things which the
students could see on the news
that night. It was history being
made relevant and relatable.
The entire history
department thought so, too, and as
I shared my plans and resources,
other teachers started teaching
the lessons. There were now
hundreds of students learning and
engaging with this issue across the
school. I felt proud. Then, three
weeks into teaching the lessons,
all history teachers received an
‘urgent’ email from our head of
department saying the principal
had instructed that all BLM
lessons be stopped immediately.
A parent had called the

school twice to complain. She
claimed the lessons were creating
a negative image of the police
and this was upsetting her
daughter who had relatives in the
force. And with that the lessons
ended. There was no discussion
or negotiation, just a blanket
instruction to stop and to delete
not only all the lessons, but also
all the work submitted by the
students to date.
I was livid. This was
institutional racism. I thought of
all those students whose lives had
been enriched by those lessons
and all the future students who
were now going to be deprived of
this. I considered complaining to
local government or getting the
unions involved. But ultimately,
and to my shame, I did nothing.
I didn’t have the energy
to fight. I was just an ordinary
teacher who had to take
instructions from the principal,
even if I did not like it. I was also

leaving the school and needed a
good reference.
I was angry at the parent but,
in my view, the real failure came
from the school leadership, which
sided with the parent without
consulting me or anybody else in
the department. Banning a topic
is not normal and requiring that
all student work be destroyed is a
truly exceptional order.
And therein lies the
structural racism. I gave a series
of lessons which taught good
historical skills, were approved of
by other history teachers, enjoyed
by the students, really meaningful
to certain students, engaging to
students who were not previously
interested and supported by many
parents. Against this there was a
complaint from a single wealthy,
well-connected white parent. And
the complaint won.
My fellow history teachers,
though angry, let it slide and I
also failed to properly stand up for
what I believe in. I should have
fought for those lessons. Next
time I will. I may not have put in
place the structural racism, but
I must be part of demolishing it
because if we don’t try to fix it,
then our generation’s legacy will
sink faster than 18ft of bronze in
Bristol harbour.
Kevin Shannon,
Buckinghamshire

Car hire, cinema tickets and more at member rewards
NEU members have access to moneysaving benefits with myRewards.
Members can take advantage of a wide
range of deals including gym membership,
mobile phones, car hire, dining out and
takeaways, cinema tickets, magazine
subscriptions, travel and holidays, and
discounts at high-street retailers.
Special offers change regularly, so
be sure to check for the latest deals on
home appliances, cottage breaks and
much more. Or you can sign up to the

myRewards newsletter to get the latest
deals by email.
Access myRewards today
Simply log in to your myNEU account
at my.neu.org.uk/login and click on the
myRewards tab to access the latest offers.

If you haven’t set up your myNEU
account yet, it only takes a minute by
clicking on ‘activate your login’.
As well as giving you access to
myRewards, your myNEU account allows
you to update your membership details.
You may be eligible for reduced
subscriptions if you work part-time, are
about to retire or take maternity leave.
Have you moved? Tell us your new home
or workplace address. It is also important
you update your equalities information.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
RECRUITMENT

RESOURCES

WE
NEED
YOU!

LIVE IN OR AROUND NORTH LONDON?
Qualified teachers needed to teach motivated
pupils on weekday evenings and/or Saturdays

WE OFFER GREAT RATES
l

Primary Years 1 - 6

l Secondary Maths
l Secondary Science

Press play on a new
way of teaching
Stream film straight
into your classroom

l Secondary English

Please email CV to: info@afterschoollearning.com
020 8440 8586
www.afterschoollearning.com
Established 2007

See your
advertisement here
Educate is the official publication of the
National Education Union (NEU). The
magazine is published six times a year, and
with a circulation of over 450,000 it is the
largest circulated education title in England
and Wales.
WINNER of the Trade Union Congress best
membership communication print journal in
2019.

Get in touch
To see your advertisement in the
leading magazine for teachers
contact us today:
Paul Heitzman
paul@centuryone.uk
01727 739 196
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INTOFILM.ORG/PLUS
Black Panther
© 2018 Marvel

Maths.co.uk

25%oﬀ
for NEU members
Math

 200 online tests covering all NC objectives for Y1-Y6
 Includes Y6 practice maths SATs tests
 A typical full-price school licence is just £289

MATHS.co.uk
SPECIFIC AREA

Overview
10%

20%

Set a Test
30%

40%

50%

Assessments
60%

70%

Tracking
80%

90%

100%

Find fractions of a shape
Sequence intervals of time
Identify 2D shapes
Interpret simple pictograms
Order numbers to 100
Count is 3s from 0
Find fractions of a length
Sequence intervals of time

Email support@maths.co.uk and quote NEU25 for discount quote and free trial

The CLPE School Membership has been
awarded 5 stars in the English category
of the Teach Primary Awards 2021.

Build a book-based curriculum
in your primary school with the
CLPE’s whole School Membership
The CLPE School Membership includes access to:
■

Over 230 Power of Reading teaching sequences based on tried and
tested children’s books

■

Home learning teaching resources

■

CLPE’s curriculum maps to show how to plan a text based curriculum

■

Priority access to book CLPE conferences and events

■

Plus access to all free membership resources and content

■

One free place on one of our webinars, allowing a member of your
school to enhance their subject knowledge with CLPE experts*

■

Exclusive discount on books through Peters

The CLPE School Membership supports teachers under immense pressure
and oﬀers ideas and structure for their literacy curriculum, to raise literacy
standards and develop a love of reading and writing.

Join the thousands of schools enhancing their
curriculum with the CLPE School Membership.
www.clpe.org.uk/membership
The Centre for Literacy in Primary Education (CLPE) is a UK based
children’s literacy charity working with primary schools. The CLPE’s
mission is to raise the literacy achievement of children by putting
quality children’s literature at the heart of all learning.
CLPE also provide training, consultancy and INSET
to support its book-based learning approach.
Discover more on their website: www.clpe.org.uk

clpe.org.uk

@clpe1

@clpe.org.uk

CLPE

“The judges were extremely impressed by the innovative, ﬂexible and holistic nature
of this resource. We all agreed that it would have a signiﬁcant impact on learning and
supports teachers’ understanding and practice. It is also extremely cost-eﬀective.” UKLA
* Only available on selected webinars. See website for more details.

Noticeboard

Keep an eye on our
feathered friends

Eco education for primaries

PREPARATIONS are under way for
the RSPB Big Schools’ Birdwatch
2022, which is held in the first half
of spring term.

the numbers of birds you see? It’s easy for
teachers to deliver and does not require lengthy
planning and preparation time.”
More than a million school children have
taken part since it was launched in 2002, and
over 70 bird species have been noted.
Register at rspb.org.uk/schoolswatch

PHOTO by J Bewley photojb, Sustrans

Bird feeders will be filled, wildlife-friendly
bakes made, and classrooms turned into
bird hides as schools plan to coax our
feathered friends into playgrounds for
watching and counting.
Rachael White, RSPB Big Schools’
Birdwatch co-ordinator, said: “For 20 years,
Big Schools’ Birdwatch has provided children
with an opportunity to contribute to a UKwide citizen science project which can deliver
valuable curriculum learning.
“It’s a great way to monitor the impact of
nature-friendly changes in school grounds too.
Has your wildlife-friendly planting increased

A NEW environment education
programme has been launched for
primary schools to engage young
children and motivate them to act.
The Better Planet Schools project
teaches seven- to 11-year-olds about
eco issues such as energy saving,
reduction of plastic use and creating
new wildlife habitats.
Nicola Murray-Morris, a year 3
teacher at Chalkwell Hall Junior School
in Essex, said: “The initiative has been
absolutely brilliant for our school. It has
allowed us to access wonderful lesson
plans and activities that have helped
inspire all of our pupils to think about
their energy use.”
Visit betterplanetschools.org.uk

Recycling made easy
RECYCLE Now has developed a free
action pack to make recycling “the new
norm” in schools.
The packs aim to empower pupils
to “make the world a better and more
sustainable place”, with recyclingthemed resources designed for key
stages 1 and 2. The packs, created
to easily fit into daily lesson planning,
include posters, presentations and
activity sheets.
Dennis Hollywood, a teacher at
Charlton Manor Primary School in south
east London, said: “The resources help
students to understand the importance
of recycling in a fun and interactive
way. Using these types of resources
can help them understand how the
small changes they make can have an
impact on a global scale.”
Visit schools.recyclenow.com

RESOURCES to support cycling to school are needed more than ever, as a
survey shows only two per cent of children travel in by bike.
Yet as many as 40 per cent say they wish they could walk or cycle to school, according to a
YouGov poll.
Support is available to help pupils take to two wheels. Emily Cherry, executive director at
The Bikeability Trust, said: “Bikeability is available to all schools across the country and equips
pupils with the skills they need to ride confidently and safely, whether that be to school, the
shops or out with family and friends.
“Our new video helps schools understand the hugely positive impact Bikeability can have
on pupils in the classroom and communities outside of school. Alongside this we have fantastic
online resources to help children, teachers and parents maximise the impact of Bikeability.”
Visit bikeability.org.uk
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If you’re looking for engaging resources to make comprehension
exciting then Comprehension Ninja: Fiction & Poetry
is the series for you.
Includes
24 photocopiable,
vocabulary-rich
fiction and poetry
worksheets!

Features
prize-winning
authors such as
Roald Dahl,
Patrice Lawrence
and many
more!

9781472989819

9781472989833

9781472989857

9781472989871

9781472989895

9781472989918

£24.99 each • For Ages 5-6 to 10-11
@BloomsburyEd

Bloomsbury.com/education

Photo opportunity
What’s in your lunchbox?
Jigna Patel, an
assistant head teacher
Red
Hertfordshire,
lentil in
says this is a great
recipe for batch
daal
cooking
and goes
serves 4 well with couscous,
quinoa or rice.

Ingredients

2 tbsp sunflower oil
1 tsp mustard seeds
1 tsp cumin seeds
1 red onion, finely
chopped
2 celery sticks, finely
chopped

2 carrots, finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, chopped
Thumb-sized piece of
ginger, chopped
2 chillies (optional and can
de-seed), finely chopped
160g red lentils
Fresh coriander

Method
1. Add the oil to a large saucepan followed by the mustard

seeds and cumin seeds. Put the lid on and heat until the
seeds start popping. Remove the saucepan from the heat
and leave for 30 seconds.

2. Add the vegetables and sauté on a medium heat for five
minutes before adding the garlic, ginger and chilli. Sauté
for a further five minutes, stirring a couple of times.
3. Once the vegetables have softened, add the lentils and
then enough boiled water to cover all the ingredients.
Bring to a simmer and cook for about 25 minutes. Check
every so often that the ingredients aren’t sticking to the
bottom of the pan and add more water if needed.
4. Check that the lentils are cooked

before serving with fresh coriander and
your favourite sides.

DAVID Goodyear, a primary school teacher
working in Handsworth, Birmingham, took
this charismatic photo of Buddhist monks-tobe when he was visiting Nepal.

WIN!

Send us your
photo to win a
£20 book
token

David says: “What I loved about this picture
was the universality of the ‘every class has one’ child.
There is no obvious distraction, but this young man has
found another focus from the lesson his peers are steeped in, and it
makes me wonder what thoughts are going through his head.”
If you are a keen photographer, why not send your pictures to us
at educate@neu.org.uk
They should be large and high resolution, accompanied by 50
words telling readers about the subject. We send a £20 book token to
each featured so don’t forget to pop your address on the email too.

Win a copy of Yasmin Khan’s Ripe Figs: Recipes and Stories from the Eastern Mediterranean

Email your recipe to educate@neu.org.uk with your name, address and membership number, putting ‘Ripe Figs’ in the strapline.
Don’t forget to attach a picture.
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Quick crossword
Across
1 The Great ___ : WWII film

(6)
7 ___ Jekyll: famous garden
designer (8)
8 ___ Gardner: US actress of
the 40s and 50s (3)
9 Peter Paul ___ : Flemish
Baroque painter (6)
10 Bone in the forearm (4)
11 A feudal superior (5)
13 Sugar present in milk (7)
15 English actor in Cold
Mountain (4,3)
17 Donald ___ : inaugural
First Minister of Scotland (5)
21 Biblical garden (4)
22 Country in the Middle
East (6)
23 The currency of Albania
(3)
24 State in the southern
central US (8)
25 Matt ___ : former England
rugby union player (6)

Down
1 Hard substance that covers

teeth (6)
2 Michael ___ : former
Australian cricket captain (6)
3 Heron with white plumage (5)
4 ___ and Isolde: Wagner
opera (7)
5 David ___ : actor in the
Scream films (8)
6 God of beauty and desire
in Greek mythology (6)
12 US rock band formed
in 1987 (5,3)
14 ___ Keys: US tennis
player (7)
16 John ___ : US novelist
and short story writer (6)
18 Bruce ___ : actor in
The Sixth Sense (6)
19 Ian ___ : Scottish writer of
the Inspector Rebus novels (6)
20 Stuart ___ : England test
cricketer who is a right-arm
seam bowler (5)

1

2

3

4

8
9

10

11

12

13
14

15

16

17

21

23
24
25

Across

Down

1 - The Great ___ : WWII film (6)

- Hard substance that covers teeth (6)
Answers at 1bottom
of page 49

7 - ___ Jekyll: famous garden designer (8)

2 - Michael ___ : former Australian cricket captain (6

5 7 2 4
5 4
9 6

7

4 - ___ and Isolde: Wagner opera (7)

1 3

Easy

(from left: Easy, Medium
and Difficult)

13 - Sugar present in milk (7)

12 - US rock band formed in 1987 (5,3)

15 - English actor in Cold Mountain (4,3)

14 - ___ Keys: US tennis player (7)

1

9

1

5

5 7 18 - Bruce ___ :3actor in The Sixth Sense (6)
19 8
- Ian ___ : Scottish
9 6
3
7 writer of the Inspector Rebus
22 - Country in the Middle East (6)
20 - Stuart ___ : England test cricketer who is a right
23 - The currency
bowler
8 of4Albania (3)
8 9
4 (5)
24 - State in the southern central US (8)
5
9
6
3
25 - Matt ___ : former England rugby union player (6)
7
8
9 6
1 3
9 5
5
2
6
2 8
7
8 5
4
3
2
8
1

2
2 7 4 1

Last issue’s (September/October
2021) sudoku solution

3 - Heron with white plumage (5)

Sudoku solutions
will feature
5 - David ___ : actor in the Scream films (8)
on this
page
next issue.
6 - God of beauty and desire in Greek mythology (6)

11 - A feudal superior (5)

3 5
2 4
7
4
1 2

19

22

10 - Bone in the forearm (4)

3 7 2 5
6 1
9
4 2
7
1 2
7 3 9 5

18

20

9 - Peter Paul ___ : Flemish Baroque painter (6)

4

6

7

8 - ___ Gardner: US actress of the 40s and 50s (3)

Sudoku
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5

17 - Donald ___ : inaugural First Minister of Scotland
(5)
21 - Biblical garden (4)

Medium
1
7
9
6
3
8
4
5
2

8
4
6
5
2
9
7
3
1
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2
5
4
7
1
8
9
6

2
8
3
9
4
6
1
7
5

5
6
1
2
8
7
3
4
9

7
9
4
3
1
5
2
6
8

6
3
2
1
5
4
9
8
7

4
5
7
8
9
2
6
1
3

9
1
8
7
6
3
5
2
4

16 - John ___ : US novelist and short story writer (6)

Difficult
2
1
6
5
3
4
8
7
9

9
4
8
1
6
7
2
5
3

5
3
7
8
9
2
4
6
1

3
2
1
9
4
5
6
8
7

7
8
9
6
2
1
3
4
5

4
6
5
7
8
3
9
1
2

1
9
4
3
7
8
5
2
6

6
7
2
4
5
9
1
3
8

8
5
3
2
1
6
7
9
4

4
8
5
9
7
3
1
2
6

7
1
6
4
2
8
3
9
5

2
3
9
5
6
1
7
4
8

6
2
3
1
9
4
8
5
7

9
4
1
7
8
5
6
3
2

5
7
8
2
3
6
9
1
4

8
6
4
3
1
2
5
7
9

1
5
7
6
4
9
2
8
3

3
9
2
8
5
7
4
6
1

Prize crossword

WIN!

Across
8 Pause indecisively, and the tea

1

is ruined! (8)
A £50 Marks 9 & 28 Unusually, ram with fan
mail in this 20th century allegory…
& Spencer
(6,4)
voucher
10,11 & 12 …and Dr Avon’s lesson
produces another novel (4,3,6)
13 Really disliked including learner,
so stopped (6)
15 Old boy initially destroys castle – it’s in the way (8)
17 Living solitary lives upsets them, sir? Quite
the opposite! (7)
19 Miss Black embraces Mr Sheeran – in a French
accent! (7)
22 Reprimand, as ‘cheats’ is inaccurate (8)
24 Fantasies involving mermaids – I’m out! (6)
25 Maybe learn about uniform – it’s to do with
nerves (6)
27 Some provincial French wine (3)
28 See 9 across
29 George IV was a bit of an austere gentleman (6)
30 Join up again to teach art differently (8)

Down
1 Move to a Leeds that’s bleak and isolated! (8)
2 Deceives children (4)
3 Difficult to include alphabetical extremes as a

2

3

4

5

8

6

7

9

10

11

13

14

17

12

15

18

16

19

20

21
22

23

24

25

26

27

29

28

30

The winner and solution of this prize crossword
will feature on this page next issue.

source of danger (6)

4 Senior pupil – he has a ripped body! (4,3)
5 Dissect a cell, sir, here at University of Cumbria? (8)
6 In the book I eventually find a chicken dish (4)
7 Hardy companion for a shrub (6)
14 Domesticates unconventional master – not right (5)
16 Poetical composition lacking top literary character (5)
18 Excursion to heart of Wales – set organised into

groups of three (8)

20 Funny poem: ‘Citrus fruit to assign to chef Mr Stein’ (8)
21 They’re finishing school, several confused (7)
23 Paid attention? That boy did, we’re told (6)
24 Displaying some hidden talent connected with teeth (6)
26 Lively dance arising during the skiffle era (4)
28 Initially find English teachers enthusiastic about
fund-raising event (4)

Email a photo of your completed crossword with your contact details, plus ‘Sept/Oct prize crossword’ in the subject
line, to crossword@neu.org.uk by 30 November.
PLEASE DO NOT POST YOUR COMPLETED CROSSWORD

Your new NEU Insurance Partner

Call 028 9044 5086
Visit cornmarketinsurance.co.uk/neu

Home

Car

Travel

14255 NEU Crossword Page Image v2 01-19.indd 1

Gadget

Motorbike
30/01/2019 14:48

Last issue’s (September/October 2021) prize crossword solution

Across 1 BAROMETER 6 HELLO 9 RULER 10 BRILLIANT 11 DOGS 12 SEVER 13 TERM 16 PHONICS 17 THESEUS 19 COSTNER
21 HEINOUS 22 FELL 24 SPORT 25 BOAT 29 SACRAMENT 30 ALIEN 31 SUDAN 32 SUCCESSOR Down 1 BARED 2 RELIGIONS
3 MARS 4 TABLETS 5 RAIMENT 6 HALF 7 LEAVE 8 OPTIMISTS 14 LIONS 15 KEVIN 16 PACIFISTS 18 ECONOMICS 20 REPRESS
Congratulations to last issue’s winner – Angela Sudell from Preston
21 HERETIC 23 LUCID 26 TUNER 27 YAWN 28 RACE

This issue’s quick crossword solution (p48)

Across 1 ESCAPE 7 GERTRUDE 8 AVA 9 RUBENS 10 ULNA 11 LIEGE 13 LACTOSE 15 JUDE LAW 17 DEWAR 21 EDEN 22 ISRAEL
23 LEK 24 OKLAHOMA 25 DAWSON Down 1 ENAMEL 2 CLARKE 3 EGRET 4 TRISTAN 5 ARQUETTE 6 ADONIS 12 GREEN DAY
14 MADISON 16 UPDIKE 18 WILLIS 19 RANKIN 20 BROAD
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Final word

PHOTO by rihard_wolfram

English lit left behind as the world moves on

CAN you see anything wrong with these texts?
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
Lord of the Flies
A Christmas Carol
An Inspector Calls
Your immediate answer may be that each has value,
each is a classic, that they are the books you teach in your
own schools if you are an English teacher and you may
have studied these books during your own school days.
They’re familiar, they’re well-known, they’ve been taught
in schools for generations. They are your classic GCSE
English literature texts and are the ones I will be studying
for my own exam.

Fact file

Verity Hodges
is a 14-year-old
GCSE student
from the south
of England.
50

No representation of the diversity in our society
But as a collection they’re all written by dead white men.
There are no women. No people of colour. No books that
deal with sexuality and gender, something which I know is
an extremely important issue for the cohort reading these
books. No representation of anyone except the people we
consider ‘normal’, in a society which is becoming more
inclusive and accepting by the day.
We are sticking to the confines of a society in these
books that the world has moved far from. English is
supposed to help us understand the world around us using
language and literature, to introduce us to concepts and
stories to shape our view of the world. By teaching these
books, we are saying to an entire generation of children
that anyone outside the ‘straight, white male’ parameters
isn’t as important as those who fit inside it.
I received the list of books I would be studying a
couple of weeks before the end of the summer term of
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year 9, in July 2021. I immediately noticed that these
books had no representation, that they were all written
before 1954 and by white men. The ‘modern’ novel was
written 67 years ago. Several members of my class were
angry and disappointed, so I drafted a letter to my head of
English at my majority-white school.
He invited me to his office for a chat about why
the books were chosen before he wrote a formal reply.
He said we’d experience wider representation in the
fiction unit he’d just put together for year 10, which
would feature diversity.
That appears to be it for differentiation for the
whole two-year course, and I find this disappointing
and not right for today’s young people. Though he
congratulated me on fighting injustices and intimated
that this issue itself was an injustice, no change was going
to be forthcoming in our set texts.
Pupils benefit from seeing their own lives reflected
So I am now stuck with four texts, none written by
a woman, none written by a person of colour, none
representing the LGBT+ community and nothing
non-neurotypical.
These books have been taught year after year, and
I know there are texts with wider representation on the
syllabus, but it seems to largely be lip service. There are
many children who I know would benefit from seeing that
people like them can achieve so much more than what
they see in their immediate line of sight, yet less than
one per cent of them study a book written by a person of
colour, according to the Penguin Lit in Colour survey.
We need things to change.

ESPRESSO

Meet the new Discovery Education Espresso.
We’re your daily learning platform.
Built around the amazing, timely content we’re known for, it’s one secure place you can rely on to create
engaging learning experiences, closely track pupil progress, and gain professional inspiration—every day.
• Access timely and relevant content that’s easier than ever to find,
use and personalise
• Use proven instructional strategies created by teachers, for
teachers
• Explore ready-to-use activities perfect for quick assignments
• Build your own activities and presentations with Studio
• Monitor pupils’ progress daily with our brand-new Quiz tool
• Get professional support available on-demand, when and where
you need it.

Time-saving resources, relevant content and useful tools for primary teaching all in one place.
“We’ve used Discovery Education Espresso for some time and the
upgraded Espresso is better than ever…all of these new tools and
functionality save time and make Espresso a really supportive, intuitive
and helpful resource for today’s teachers.”
Dale Lawson, Teacher, Westclyst school, Devon
Watch a virtual demo

www.discoveryeducation.co.uk/neu

0800 652 7527

IN 1970, IT WAS BONKERS
THAT SINGLE WORKING WOMEN
COULDN’T GET A MORTGAGE
The game ‘Raving Bonkers’ was played
by many of us in the early 1970s, but it
seems so much more bonkers, that single
working women were denied a mortgage
unless they had a male guarantor.
Formed in 1966 Teachers Building Society
was set up to solve this problem. The
Society firmly believed that any young
teacher who wanted to buy a home
should achieve that dream, regardless
of gender. Equality of lending became
a founding principle, documented in
its early policy papers and firmly put
the Society ahead of its time. It wasn’t
until 1975 that women were free to buy
property independently without needing
a male guarantor.
Today we’re still committed to finding
ways for all teachers to buy a home of
their own.
Call us today to find out how we could
help you take your first steps towards
buying your own home.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO
NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE

080 0 378 669
www.teachersbs.co.uk

Teachers Building Society, Allenview House, Hanham Road, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1AG. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Reg No. 156580)

